
Spanish cities declared World Heritage by UNESCO.
REINVENTED CITIES

The Spanish Group of World Heritage Cities began working together in 1993 to establish a non-
profit Association, whose objective is the joint promotion of heritage in these cities: Alcalá de 
Henares, Ávila, Cáceres, Córdoba, Cuenca, Ibiza / Eivissa, Mérida, Salamanca, San Cristóbal de La 
Laguna, Santiago de Compostela, Segovia, Tarragona and Toledo. 

World Heritage Cities, due to their wide range of artistic-historic, cultural and gastronomic 
attractions, are outstanding guided tourist destinations that should not be missed.

You can discover them and plan your trip by means of Theme Itineraries: “Paradores” Route, Nautical 
Heritage, Active Tourism, Sephardic Legacy, Religious Tourism, Spanish Language Route, Modern and 
Contemporary Architecture, Nature Sites, Roman Hispania, Islamic Legacy…

Business Tourism. Ideal settings for successful incentive trips, business meetings and congresses. 
Concentration of infrastructure in Old Towns, historic and multifunctional venues, acclaimed 
events, complementary services, “brand” hotels.

Language Tourism. Universities and qualified, certified centres that combine personalised 
academic programmes with attractive leisure activities.

In this catalogue you will find a range of attractive options to discover these cities.

NOTE: Bookings should be made directly through the agencies.
The Spanish Group of World Heritage Cities is exempt from any responsibility regarding the terms of contracting and 
providing services in these combined trips.
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 DAY 1. BArcelonA-TArrAgonA
Scheduled flight to Barcelona. Arrival at El Prat Air-
port (Barcelona) and bus transfer to Tarragona. Lunch 
at one’s own expense in Tarragona. In the afternoon, 
the group will meet at the Portal del Roser to begin a 
guided tour of Roman Tarraco. The visit will explore the 
main sights in this World Heritage City. 

Firstly, we will visit the Archaeological Walk dating from 
the 2nd c. BC. We will then view the Model of Roman 
Tarraco, which will help us understand the city struc-
ture. Then comes the Circus/Praetorium, made up of a 
special architectural structure that is considered one of 
the best preserved in the West. 

We will have an opportunity to visit the National Ar-
chaeological Museum of Tarragona, which features 
sculptures, mosaics and elements of Tarraco’s material 
culture. Finally, we will reach the Roman Amphitheatre 
and see where the gladiatorial shows were held. Free 
time for walking around Tarragona. Dinner and hotel 
accommodation.

 DAY 2. TArrAgonA-cuencA
Breakfast and trip to Cuenca. Lunch at one’s own 
expense along the way. Arrival and hotel accommo-
dation in Cuenca. In the afternoon, we will enjoy a 
guided tour of the city. The visit will include the city’s 
main sights: San Miguel district, Plaza de La Merced, 

Cathedral of Nuestra Señora de Gracia; we will enjoy 
the famous view featuring the Hanging Houses. Dinner 
and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 3. cuencA-ToleDo
Breakfast and trip to Toledo. We will begin our tour 
with a panoramic walk around the Cigarrales area, 
where we will enjoy wonderful views of the Tagus river 
and city. We will visit the Cathedral of Santa María de 
Toledo, a magnum opus of Spain’s Gothic style, the 
Synagogue of Santa María la Blanca, a Mudejar con-
struction from 1180 and the Monastery of San Juan 
de los Reyes, erected by the Catholic Monarchs to 
commemorate the Battle of Toro (1476). We will walk 
around Plaza Zocodover, one of this Castilian city’s 
most emblematic sights and the centre of city life, we 
will tour the Alcázar, the Jewish Quarter, Plaza Mayor 
and City Hall square. 

Lunch in place of one’s own choice or in an arranged 
restaurant, a journey through time by means of its 
dishes. Toledo’s cuisine has ancient roots and features 
old traditions. Free time in the afternoon. Do not forget 

to visit the Church of Santo Tomé, where you will find 
El Greco’s painting The Burial of the Count of Orgaz. 
Accommodation and dinner in hotel.

 DAY 4. ToleDo-AlcAlá De HenAres
Breakfast and trip to Alcalá de Henares, the city where 
one of our most illustrious writers, Miguel de Cer-
vantes, was born and spent the first years of his life. 
We will visit the University and Cervantes Birthplace. 
A magnificent example of a 16th-century Castilian 
home, which now houses a museum featuring a won-
derful collection of Cervantes publications; we will tour 
inside the Holy Church of the Magisterial Cathedral of 
Los Santos Niños Justo y Pastor. Lunch and free time 
to walk around the city. Dinner and start of overnight 
trip back to Barcelona.

 DAY 5. AlcAlá De HenAres-BArcelonA
Overnight trip to Barcelona. At the indicated time, 
transfer to El Prat Airport (Barcelona) for departure in 
scheduled flight. Arrival and end of trip.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
30 PAx

Low season (01 - 25/06 and 27/09 - 31/10): 495 € / PERSON in Double Room
High season (26/06 - 02/08 and 23/08 - 26/09): 520 € / PERSON in Double Room

130 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- COACH 4 days / 3 nights 
- 3 OVERNIGHT STAYS in double room with half board in indicated hotels.
- Local guide for half-day tour of Tarragona, Cuenca and Alcalá de Henares.
- Tickets for monumental sites:

Tarragona: Walls, Praetorium, Circus, Amphitheatre and National Archaeological Museum 
of Tarragona.
Toledo: Cathedral, Santo Tomé and Synagogue.
Cuenca: Cathedral.
Alcalá de Henares: University, Cervantes House.

- Travel insurance.
* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:

- Lunches.
- Accompanying guide.
- Any other service not specified in previous section.

HOTELS TARRAGONA: Hotel Astari 3* 

CUENCA: Hotel Leonor de Aquitania 3* 

TOLEDO: Hotel Carlos V 3*

ALCALá DE HENARES: Hotel Alcalá Plaza 3*

CONDITIONS These prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations of requested services at time of 
final booking. Prices subject to availability of transport and hotels.

DATE Prices valid from June to December 2013.

 DAY 1. BArcelonA-TArrAgonA
Scheduled flight to Barcelona. Arrival at El Prat Air-
port (Barcelona) and bus transfer to Tarragona. Lunch 
at one’s own expense in Tarragona. In the afternoon, 
the group will meet at the Portal del Roser to begin a 
guided tour of Roman Tarraco. The visit will explore the 
main sights in this World Heritage City. 

Firstly, we will visit the Archaeological Walk dating from 
the 2nd c. BC. We will then view the Model of Roman 
Tarraco, which will help us understand the city struc-
ture. Then comes the Circus/Praetorium, made up of a 
special architectural structure that is considered one of 
the best preserved in the West. 

We will have an opportunity to visit the National Ar-
chaeological Museum of Tarragona, which features 
sculptures, mosaics and elements of Tarraco’s mate-
rial culture.

Finally, we will reach the Roman Amphitheatre and 
see where the gladiatorial shows were held.

Free time for walking around Tarragona. Dinner and 
hotel accommodation.

 DAY 2. TArrAgonA-cuencA
Breakfast and trip to Cuenca. Lunch at one’s own 
expense along the way. Arrival and hotel accommo-
dation in Cuenca. In the afternoon, we will enjoy a 
guided tour of the city. The visit will include the city’s 
main sights: San Miguel district, Plaza de La Merced, 
Cathedral of Nuestra Señora de Gracia; we will enjoy 
the famous view featuring the Hanging Houses.

Dinner and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 3. cuencA-AlcAlá De HenAres
Breakfast and trip to Alcalá de Henares, the city 
where one of our most illustrious writers, Miguel de 
Cervantes, was born and spent the first years of his life. 
We will visit the University and Cervantes Birthplace.

A magnificent example of a 16th-century Castilian 
home, which now houses a museum featuring a won-
derful collection of Cervantes publications; we will 
tour inside the Holy Church of the Magisterial Cathedral 
of Los Santos Niños Justo y Pastor.

Lunch and free time to walk around the city. Dinner 
and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 4. AlcAlá De HenAres-BArcelonA
Breakfast in hotel. At the indicated time, transfer to 
El Prat Airport (Barcelona) to return to city of origin. 
Arrival and end of trip.

4
3 FROM 380 €

Spain, World Heritage Cities
Charming routes step by step

 4 5TOURS TOURSINCOMING EVASIÓN is an inbound travel agency in Costa Dorada, specialising in customised trips. It organises holi-
days: hotels, activities, tours… and has its own staff to take care of you at the destination.
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Tarragona  Cuenca  Alcalá de Henares

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
30 PAx

Low season (01 - 25/06 and 27/09 - 31/10): 380 € / PERSON in Double Room
High season (26/06 - 02/08 and 23/08 - 26/09): 395 € / PERSON in Double Room

100 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- COACH 4 days / 3 nights 
- 3 OVERNIGHT STAYS in double room with half board in indicated hotels.
- Local guide for half-day tour of Tarragona, Cuenca and Alcalá de Henares.
- Tickets for monumental sites:

Tarragona: Walls, Praetorium, Circus and Amphitheatre.
Cuenca: Cathedral.
Alcalá de Henares: University, Cervantes House.

- Travel insurance.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Lunches.
- Accompanying guide.
- Any other service not specified in previous section.

HOTELS TARRAGONA: Hotel Astari 3* 

CUENCA: Hotel Leonor de Aquitania 3* 

ALCALá DE HENARES: Hotel Alcalá Plaza 3* 

CONDITIONS These prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations of requested services at time of 
final booking. Prices subject to availability of transport and hotels.

DATE Prices valid from June to December 2013.

Av. Països catalans, 32 c. 43007 Tarragona
Tel: +34 977 249 537. FAX: +34 977 245 283
info@grupevasion.com www.grupevasion.com

Av. Països catalans, 32 c. 43007 Tarragona
Tel: +34 977 249 537. FAX: +34 977 245 283
info@grupevasion.com www.grupevasion.com

Spain, World Heritage Cities
Charming routes step by step
Tarragona  Cuenca  Toledo  Alcalá de Henares



 DAY 1. BArcelonA-TArrAgonA
Scheduled flight to Barcelona. Arrival at El Prat Airport 
(Barcelona) and bus transfer to Tarragona. Lunch at 
one’s own expense in Tarragona. In the afternoon, the 
group will meet at the Portal del Roser to begin a guided 
tour of Roman Tarraco. The visit will explore the main 
sights in this World Heritage City. Firstly, we will visit 
the Archaeological Walk dating from the 2nd c. BC. We 
will then view the Model of Roman Tarraco, which will 
help us understand the city structure. Then comes the 
Circus/Praetorium, made up of a special architectural 
structure that is considered one of the best preserved 
in the West. We will have an opportunity to visit the 
National Archaeological Museum of Tarragona, which 
features sculptures, mosaics and elements of Tarraco’s 
material culture. Finally, we will reach the Roman Am-
phitheatre and see where the gladiatorial shows were 
held. Free time for walking around Tarragona. Dinner 
and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 2. TArrAgonA-cuencA
Breakfast and trip to Cuenca. Lunch at one’s own 
expense along the way. Arrival and hotel accommo-
dation in Cuenca. In the afternoon, we will enjoy a 
guided tour of the city. The visit will include the city’s 
main sights: San Miguel district, Plaza de La Merced, 
Cathedral of Nuestra Señora de Gracia; we will enjoy 
the famous view featuring the Hanging Houses. Din-
ner and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 3. cuencA-AlcAlá De HenAres
Breakfast and trip to Alcalá de Henares, the city 
where one of our most illustrious writers, Miguel de 
Cervantes, was born and spent the first years of his life. 
We will visit the University and Cervantes Birthplace.

A magnificent example of a 16th-century Castilian 
home, which now houses a museum featuring a won-

derful collection of Cervantes publications; we will tour 
inside the Holy Church of the Magisterial Cathedral of 
Los Santos Niños Justo y Pastor. Lunch and free time to 
walk around the city. Dinner and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 4. AlcAlá De HenAres-segoviA
Breakfast and trip to Segovia, the city where Alfonso x 
studied the firmament, where Quevedo set his novel El 
Buscón Don Pablos, where Isabella I the Catholic was 
crowned queen and where the first book was printed in 
Spain. We will visit the city’s Alcázar, palace and fort, 
the Segovia Aqueduct, the city’s heraldic symbol, the 
Jewish Quarter, the Canongías district and Plaza Mayor 
featuring the exterior of the Cathedral, the Lady of Ca-
thedrals, the last Gothic one built in Spain in the 16th 
century. Lunch in place of one’s own choice or in an 
arranged restaurant in the city to enjoy Castilian cui-
sine and its wines, such as the famous Ribera de Duero 
wines. In the afternoon, we will resume our tour and 
visit the Convent of Descalzos, the Vera Cruz Church 

and the Fuencisla Sanctuary, where we will enjoy excel-
lent views of the Alcázar. Free time. Accommodation 
and dinner in hotel.

 DAY 5. segoviA-ávilA
Breakfast and trip to ávila, the city of three cultures. 
We will visit the Basilica of San Vicente, dedicated to 
the saints Vicente, Sabina and Cristeta, a clear exam-
ple of the transitional Romanesque style, and its mag-
nificent Cathedral, the prototype of the incipient Gothic 
style in Spain. Walking around its streets, we will dis-
cover Ávila’s Palaces and the Church of Santa Teresa 
(St. Teresa’s Birthplace). Lunch in place of one’s own 
choice or in an arranged restaurant. Ávila’s cuisine is 
very simple, resulting from the coexistence of three 
cultures: Islamic, Hebrew and Christian. Free time.  
Accommodation and dinner in hotel.

 DAY 6. ávilA-BArcelonA
Breakfast in hotel. At indicated time, transfer to airport 
for departure in scheduled flight. Arrival and end of trip.

 DAY 1. BArcelonA-TArrAgonA
Scheduled flight to Barcelona. Arrival at El Prat Air-
port (Barcelona) and bus transfer to Tarragona. Lunch 
at one’s own expense in Tarragona. 

In the afternoon, the group will meet at the Portal del 
Roser to begin a guided tour of Roman Tarraco. The 
visit will explore the main sights in this World Herit-
age City. Firstly, we will visit the Archaeological Walk 
dating from the 2nd c. BC. We will then view the Model 
of Roman Tarraco, which will help us understand the 
city structure. Then comes the Circus/Praetorium, 
made up of a special architectural structure that is con-
sidered one of the best preserved in the West. We will 
have an opportunity to visit the National Archaeologi-
cal Museum of Tarragona, which features sculptures, 
mosaics and elements of Tarraco’s material culture. 
Finally, we will reach the Roman Amphitheatre and 
see where the gladiatorial shows were held. Free 
time for walking around Tarragona. 

Dinner and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 2. TArrAgonA-cuencA
Breakfast and trip to Cuenca. Lunch at one’s own 
expense along the way. Arrival and hotel accommo-
dation in Cuenca. In the afternoon, we will enjoy a 
guided tour of the city. The visit will include the city’s 
main sights: San Miguel district, Plaza de La Merced, 
Cathedral of Nuestra Señora de Gracia; we will enjoy 
the famous view featuring the Hanging Houses. Dinner 
and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 3. cuencA-ToleDo
Breakfast and trip to Toledo. We will begin our tour 
with a panoramic walk around the Cigarrales area, 
where we will enjoy wonderful views of the Tagus 
River and city. We will visit the Cathedral of Santa 
María de Toledo, a magnum opus of Spain’s Gothic 
style, the Synagogue of Santa María la Blanca, a 
Mudejar construction from 1180 and the Monastery 
of San Juan de los Reyes, erected by the Catholic 
Monarchs to commemorate the Battle of Toro (1476). 
We will walk around Plaza Zocodover, one of this Cas-
tilian city’s most emblematic sights and the centre of 
city life, we will tour the Alcázar, the Jewish Quarter, 
Plaza Mayor and City Hall square. 

Lunch in place of one’s own choice or in an arranged 
restaurant, a journey through time by means of its 
dishes. Toledo’s cuisine has ancient roots and fea-
tures old traditions. Free time in the afternoon. Do not 
forget to visit the Church of Santo Tomé, where you 

will find El Greco’s painting The Burial of the Count of 
Orgaz. Accommodation and dinner in hotel.

 DAY 4. ToleDo-AlcAlá De HenAres
Breakfast and trip to Alcalá de Henares, the city 
where one of our most illustrious writers, Miguel de 
Cervantes, was born and spent the first years of his life. 
We will visit the University and Cervantes Birthplace. A 
magnificent example of a 16th-century Castilian home, 
which now houses a museum featuring a wonderful 
collection of Cervantes publications; we will tour inside 
the Holy Church of the Magisterial Cathedral of Los 
Santos Niños Justo y Pastor. Lunch and free time to 
walk around the city. Dinner and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 5. AlcAlá De HenAres-ávilA
Breakfast and trip to ávila, the city of three cultures. 
We will visit the Basilica of San Vicente, dedicated 
to the saints Vicente, Sabina and Cristeta, a clear ex-
ample of the transitional Romanesque style, and its 
magnificent Cathedral, the prototype of the incipient 

Gothic style in Spain. Walking around its streets we 
will discover Ávila’s Palaces and the Church of Santa 
Teresa (St. Teresa’s Birthplace). Lunch in place of one’s 
own choice or in an arranged restaurant. Ávila’s cuisine 
is very simple, resulting from the coexistence of three 
cultures: Islamic, Hebrew and Christian. Free time. Din-
ner in hotel and return trip to Barcelona at night.

 DAY 6. ávilA-BArcelonA
Overnight trip. At indicated time, transfer to airport for 
departure in scheduled flight. Arrival and end of trip.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
30 PAx

Low season (01 - 25/06 and 27/09 - 31/10): 620 € / PERSON in Double Room
High season (26/06 - 02/08 and 23/08 - 26/09): 645 € / PERSON in Double Room

130 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- COACH 6 days / 5 nights.
- 5 OVERNIGHT STAYS in double room with half board in indicated hotels.
- Local guide for half-day tour of Tarragona, Cuenca, Alcalá de Henares, Segovia and Ávila.
- Tickets for monumental sites:
Tarragona: Walls, Praetorium, Circus, Amphitheatre and  
National Archaeological Museum of Tarragona.
Cuenca: Cathedral.
Alcalá de Henares: University, Cervantes House.
Segovia: Alcázar, Tower and Cathedral.
ávila: Cathedral, Convent of Santa Teresa and Basilica of San Vicente.

- Travel insurance.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Lunches.
- Accompanying guide.
- Any other service not specified in previous section.

HOTELS TARRAGONA: Hotel Astari 3* 
CUENCA: Hotel Leonor de Aquitania 3* 
ALCALá DE HENARES: Hotel Alcalá Plaza 3*
SEGOVIA: Hotel Los Linajes 3* 
áVILA: Hotel Reina Isabel 3*

CONDITIONS These prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations of requested services at time of 
final booking. Prices subject to availability of transport and hotels.

DATE Prices valid from June to December 2013.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
30 PAx

Low season (01 - 25/06 and 27/09 - 31/10): 620 € / PERSON in Double Room
High season (26/06 - 02/08 and 23/08 - 26/09): 635 € / PERSON in Double Room

130 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- COACH 6 days / 5 nights. 
- 5 OVERNIGHT STAYS in double room with half board in indicated hotels. 
- Local guide for half-day tour of Tarragona, Cuenca, Toledo, Alcalá de Henares and Ávila.
- Tickets for monumental sites:
Tarragona: Walls, Praetorium, Circus, Amphitheatre and  
National Archaeological Museum of Tarragona.
Cuenca: Cathedral.
Toledo: Cathedral, Santo Tomé and Synagogue.
Alcalá de Henares: University, Cervantes House.
ávila: Cathedral, Convent of Santa Teresa and Basilica of San Vicente.

- Travel insurance.
* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:

- Lunches.
- Accompanying guide.
- Any other service not specified in previous section.

HOTELS TARRAGONA: Hotel Astari 3* 
CUENCA: Hotel Leonor de Aquitania 3* 
TOLEDO: Hotel Carlos V 3*
ALCALá DE HENARES: Hotel Alcalá Plaza 3*
áVILA: Hotel Reina Isabel 3* 

CONDITIONS These prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations of requested services at time of 
final booking. Prices subject to availability of transport and hotels.

DATE Prices valid from June to December 2013.
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Spain, World Heritage Cities
Charming routes step by step

 6 7INCOMING EVASIÓN is an inbound travel agency in Costa Dorada, specialising in customised trips. It organises holi-
days: hotels, activities, tours… and has its own staff to take care of you at the destination.
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Tarragona  Cuenca  Alcalá de Henares  Segovia  Ávila

Av. Països catalans, 32 c. 43007 Tarragona
Tel: +34 977 249 537. FAX: +34 977 245 283
info@grupevasion.com www.grupevasion.com

Av. Països catalans, 32 c. 43007 Tarragona
Tel: +34 977 249 537. FAX: +34 977 245 283
info@grupevasion.com www.grupevasion.com

Spain, World Heritage Cities
Charming routes step by step
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town known as Dalt Vila, located on a promontory 
facing the port. 

The city offers us an impressive view from the bul-
warks surrounding the city’s historic district, followed 
by a tour of the cathedral, the old food market and 
a walk around the narrow, winding old town streets. 

We will also visit the necropolis where the Phoenicians 
and, later on, the Carthaginians buried their dead.

Free time to enjoy, at your own pace, all the island’s gems.

Recommended visits: 
Las Salinas Nature Reserve, Ruins of Sa Caleta, 
where the first Punic settlement on the island is lo-
cated, or charming villages such as San Juan, San 
Miguel or San José.

 DAY 7. iBiZA-MADriD
Transfer to airport in time for flight to Madrid and end 
of services.

 DAY 1. MADriD-ToleDo (90 kM.)
Arrival in Madrid and private transfer to hotel in Toledo.

Accommodation.

 DAY 2. ToleDo
Breakfast in hotel. Known as the “city of three cul-
tures,” due to the coexistence during centuries of 
Christians, Arabs and Jews. 

Half-day guided walking tour of Toledo, visiting the Ca-
thedral, Jewish Quarter, Synagogue of Santa María la 
Blanca and Church of Santo Tomé. 

Free time for lunch in one of the Spanish cities with 
the most varied culture and gastronomy. Free afternoon 
and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 3. ToleDo-cuencA (189 kM.)
Breakfast in hotel. At the stipulated time, we will set 
off for Cuenca, a UNESCO World Heritage City. 

Arrival and accommodation. 

Tour of the old town, visiting the Cathedral, Hanging 
Houses and cobbled streets, which enchant even the 
most experienced travellers.

 DAY 4. cuencA
Free time in the city to contemplate the beauty that 
results, on the one hand, from the harmony between 
nature and architecture and, on the other hand, from 
its long history that has left behind an important cul-
tural and monumental legacy.

 DAY 5. cuencA-MADriD-iBiZA
Breakfast in hotel and transfer to airport for flight 
to Ibiza, the larger of the Pitiusas (islands of Ibiza  
and Formentera).

 DAY 6. iBiZA
The Phoenicians founded Ibiza as a refuge port for 
their trade ships and, since then, many settlers have 
left their mark down through the ages. We will use 
half a day, accompanied by a guide, to visit the old 

 8 9CLICK2TRAVEL is a leading business in the market of Internet hotel reservations, with more than 10,000 hotels all 
over the world.

7
6 FROM 1350 €

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
2 PAx

Total Price (minimum 2 pax): 1950 € / PAX. Package without flights
Total Price (minimum 2 pax): 1350 € / PAX. Package without flights

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Transport in minibus with a seating capacity of up to 7 pax.
- Spanish- and English-speaking local guides during visits indicated in itinerary.
- All tickets during visits mentioned in itinerary.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- All meals except breakfast.
- Peninsula-Ibiza-Peninsula flights.
- Optional trips (bookings on request, in which case payment must be made).
- Extra visits not mentioned in itinerary.
- Accompanying person during trip.
- Individual supplement.
- There is the possibility of making the trip in a rental car, which the client may drive; on 

request, in which case payment must be made.

HOTELS TOLEDO: Hotel Alfonso VI 4* or similar
CUENCA: Hotel Leonor de Aquitania 3* or similar
IBIzA: Ibiza Gran Hotel 5* or similar

DATE Prices valid from January 1 to December 31, 2013.

Toledo   
Cuenca  Ibiza

Tel: +34 902 400 020
atencion.cliente@click2travel.com 
www.click2travel.com
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 DAY 1.  
MADriD AirPorT-ToleDo
Meet & greet at the airport of  and transfer to the 
hotel in . If there is enough time, guided panoramic 
tour of . B&B in hotel.

 DAY 2. ToleDo-ávilA
After breakfast, half-day guided tour of , city of great 
artistic beauty and one of the oldest cities in Europe. 
Lunch on your own and departure to the hotel in . 
B&B in hotel.

 DAY 3. ávilA-segoviA
Morning city tour of , one of the best preserved 
walled city in the world. The city is also the birthplace 
of Spanish Mysticism; Santa Teresa de Jesús was 
born there.

The tour continues to . Lunch in a restaurant to enjoy 
the traditional roast suckling pig. In the afternoon you 
will enjoy a guided tour of this picturesque city: the 
Alcázar, the narrow streets, the Cathedral and don’t 
forget the Roman Aqueduct. B&B in hotel.

 DAY 4. segoviA-sAn lorenZo De  
el escoriAl-AlcAlá De HenAres 
After breakfast departure to the Royal Monastery of 
San Lorenzo del Escorial. Guided visit of this monu-
ment built by the king Felipe II and declared of Uni-
versal Interest by UNESCO. Continue to the hotel in . 

In the afternoon, you will visit this town, birthplace 
of Miguel de Cervantes, the author of “Don Quixote”, 
and home to one of the most prestigious universities 
in Spain. B&B in hotel.

 DAY 5.  
AlcAlá De HenAres-MADriD AirPorT
Transfer to  airport. End of our services. 

 DAY 1. sevillA AirPorT-córDoBA
Meet & greet at the airport of Sevilla. Transfer to the 
hotel in Córdoba. If there is enough time, stop in the pic-
turesque town of Carmona. B&B in hotel. 

 DAY 2. córDoBA-MériDA
After breakfast, tour of Córdoba, city of immense 
monumental wealth. Visit of the mosque, a unique 
building which tells of the splendor of the one-time 
Caliphate, though we must not forget the Roman 
Bridge and the old Jewish Quarter.

Departure to the hotel in Mérida. B&B in hotel.

 DAY 3. MériDA-cáceres
In the morning, visit of the Roman city of Mérida: the 
bridges, the circus and the Roman theatre which is 
still in use today.

The tour continues to the hotel in Cáceres. Enjoy a 
walking tour of Cáceres: Plaza Mayor; Roman-Moorish 
walls, the Plaza de Santa María… B&B in hotel. 

 DAY 4. cáceres-PlAsenciA- 
YusTe-sAlAMAncA
After breakfast departure to Plasencia, strategically 
situated on the Silver Route, take a walk through 
its medieval streets and admire the cathedral. Later 
drive along the fertile La Vera valley to the Royal 
Monastery of Yuste. From the monastery you will 
enjoy beautiful views.

Continue to the hotel in Salamanca. B&B in hotel.

 DAY 5. sAlAMAncA
Half day tour of Salamanca, Spain’s most famous uni-
versity city, one of Europe’s oldest. 

It has also two Cathedrals in different styles; the 
Plaza Mayor is, without doubt, one of finest squares 
in Spain; the Town Hall; the Casa de las Conchas; etc

Rest of the day at leisure. B&B in hotel. 

 DAY 6. sAlAMAncA-ZAMorA- 
sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
After breakfast drive to zamora. Stop for a walk and 
continue to Puebla de Sanabria, where you will have 
lunch in the Parador. Later drive to the hotel in San-
tiago de Compostela, pilgrim’s destination of the 
legendary Camino de Santiago. B&B in hotel. 

 DAY 7. sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
Half day tour of Santiago de Compostela which in-
cludes a visit to the cathedral that houses the crypt 

of St. James the Apostle. Don’t forget the Plaza del 
Obradoiro and the Old quarter, a piece of art itself.

Afternoon at leisure: a walk through the charming 
streets that surround the Cathedral is highly recom-
mendable. Optional excursions available. 

 DAY 8. sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA-
sAnTiAgo AirPorT
Transfer to Santiago airport. 

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
15 PAx

SEASON:
15-19
PAX

20-25
PAX

26-30
PAX

31-35
PAX

36-40
PAX

41-45
PAX

46-50
PAX SS

16/03/11 - 15/06/11 870 € 759 € 680 € 640 € 609 € 586 € 569 € 248 €

16/06/11 - 31/08/11 837 € 725 € 648 € 607 € 577 € 554 € 537 € 243 €

01/09/11 - 31/10/11 870 € 759 € 680 € 640 € 609 € 586 € 569 € 248 €

01/11/11 - 31/12/11 808 € 698 € 620 € 580 € 550 € 527 € 510 € 243 €

* RATES (net per person in double room). Taxes included.

SS = Single supplement. 

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- 1 night Córdoba; 1 night Mérida; 1 night Cáceres; 2 nights Salamanca; 2 nights Santiago 

de Compostela.
- B&B in 4 stars hotels.
- Lunch in the Parador Puebla de Sanabria.
- Luxury coach for the above mentioned program, daytime services.
- Meet & greet Sevilla airport.
- English, French or Italian speaking local guides for a half day: Córdoba, Mérida, Cáceres, 

Salamanca and Santiago de Compostela.
- Entrance fees: Córdoba (Mosque and Synagogue); Mérida (Theatre-amphitheatre, circus); 

Cáceres (Palacio Carvajal); Salamanca (University, Cathedral); Santiago (museum cathedral).

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE: 
Drinks; porters; tips; travel insurance; accompanying guide during the trip; any other service 
not mentioned under “PRICE INCLUDES”.

HOTELS DAy 1. CÓRDOBA: Hotel Macia Alfaros 4*

DAy 2. MéRIDA: Hotel Tryp Medea 4*

DAy 3. CáCERES: Hotel Husa Don Manuel 4*

DAy 4+5. SALAMANCA: Hotel Abba Fonseca 4*

DAy 6+7. SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA: Hotel Hesperia Peregrino 4*

CONDITIONS Prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations in any of the requested services at the 
time of final booking.
Offer not valid in case of special events like fairs, congresses, Easter, Christmas, New Year’s Eve, 
long weekends, etc. Please consult dates and supplements.
Please ask us for information about: optional excursions; local guides in other languages.

DATE Prices valid from July 1, 2013 to December 2013.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
15 PAx

SEASON: 
01/03/12 - 31/12/12

515 € / 15-19 PAX 
444 € / 20-25 PAX
396 € / 26-30 PAX
381 € / 31-35 PAX

360 € / 36-40 PAX
345 € / 41-45 PAX
333 € / 46-50 PAX

118 € / Single SUPPLEMENT

* RATES (net per person in double room). Taxes included.

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- 1 night Toledo; 1 night Ávila; 1 night Segovia; 1 night Alcalá de Henares.
- B&B 4 stars hotels.
- Lunch Segovia.
- Luxury coach for the above program, daytime services.
- Meet & greet Madrid airport day 1.
- English, French or Italian speaking guides for a half day in: Toledo; Ávila; Segovia; Escorial 

and Alcalá de Henares.
- Entrance fees: Toledo (Cathedral, Santo Tomé Church, Synagogue Santa María Blanca); Ávila 

(Cathedral, Santa Teresa museum); Segovia (Alcázar, Cathedral); Monastery San Lorenzo 
Escorial; Alcalá de Henares (University patios).

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE: 
Drinks; porters; tips; travel insurance; accompanying guide; any other service not mentioned 
under “PRICE INCLUDES”. 

HOTELS DAy 1. TOLEDO: Hotel Beatriz Toledo 4*

DAy 2. áVILA: Hotel Reina Isabel 4*

DAy 3. SEGOVIA: Hotel Los Arcos 4*

DAy 4. ALCALá DE HENARES: Hotel Rafaelhoteles Fórum Alcalá 4*

CONDITIONS Prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations in any of the requested services at the 
time of final booking.
Offer not valid in case of special events like fairs, congresses, Easter, long weekends, etc. Please 
consult dates and supplements.
Local guides in other languages, just please ask us for supplement. 
Tour also available in Parador, please ask for an offer.

DATE Prices valid from July 1, 2013 to December 2013.
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name, whose streets feature a large number of Ro-
manesque churches. We will walk around this city 
on the banks of the Duero and visit its cathedral.

From Zamora we will travel east following the 
“Camino Sanabrés” route to arrive at a special town, 
namely the historical locality of Puebla de Sanabria. 
We will explore its beautiful, stone-paved streets 
and discover its traditional architecture. Lunch at 
one’s own expense.

We set off for Galicia and enter the region; we see 
how the landscape gradually becomes greener and 

greener. We pass through Moterrey and finally arrive 
at Ourense; here we will marvel at two elements: 
the cathedral’s “Pórtico del Paraíso” and its medici-
nal fountains whose water is always hot: As Burgas.

We leave the city behind and head for Santiago de 
Compostela. Accommodation and dinner.

 DAY 6. sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
We are in a magical place. Santiago is the end of the 
Way, a cosmopolitan, university city. Our local guide 
will take us inside the cathedral to discover its myste-
rious interior. We will also visit the squares surround-

ing it, such as O Obradoiro or Platerías, after which 
the cathedral’s interesting façades are called. We will 
also visit Colegio de Fonseca, Palacio de Raxoi, Hos-
tal de los Reyes Católicos (now a “Parador”) and the 
lively food market. All of this in a city made of granite, 
which acquires a special beauty under the rain.
Free time for lunch and free afternoon to explore more 
of the city at our own pace.
Farewell Galician dinner in a lively city restaurant. 

 DAY 7. enD oF TriP
Breakfast and end of trip. 

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
20 PAx

788 € / PERSON in Double Room
158 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement

* SERVICES INCLUDED:
- 6 nights in centrally located 3-4* hotels with buffet breakfast in Mérida (1 night), Cáceres 

(1 night), Salamanca (2 nights) and Santiago (2 nights).
- 6 dinners (including wine and coffee).
- Accompanying English- or Spanish-speaking guide throughout the trip.
- Guided tours in Mérida, Salamanca, Cáceres, Zamora, Ourense and Santiago.
- Visits to Vostell Foundation and Cheese Factory in Casar de Cáceres.
- Coach trip from Seville to Santiago.
- Tickets according to programme.
- Travel insurance.

* SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
- Trip to Seville and departure from Santiago.
- Lunches.
- Tickets to other monuments not specified in programme.
- Tips.

* SPECIFICATIONS:
- Net prices per person, including taxes.
- Prices subject to availability of hotels and guides at time of final booking.

* MORE INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS:
Product Department: Rubén Díaz Valcárcel ruben@tee-travel.com
Groups Department: Leticia Padín García groups@tee-travel.com

HOTELS Centrally located 3-4* hotels.

CONDITIONS Consult Tee Travel.

DATE Indicated prices valid throughout 2013.

 DAY 1.  
“vÍA De lA PlATA” ToWArDs MériDA
Departure from Seville and trip along the “Vía de la 
Plata” route. We will have the chance to feel like 
real pilgrims and walk along a beautiful section of 
this branch of the Way of St. James in Extremadura  
(approx. 5 km). During this trek, we will discover 
scenery featuring holm oaks and cork trees. 

Our coach trip will include interesting places such as 
Almendralejo or Zafra. Lunch at one’s own expense.

Arrival in Mérida, one of the Spanish cities with the 
greatest Roman legacy. After checking into the hotel, 
we will tour the city streets, paying special attention 
to the Roman Theatre. Free time before dinner.

 DAY 2. MériDA-cáceres
We travel northwards, following the “Vía de la Plata” 
route, and enter the province of Cáceres. Our first des-
tination is Trujillo, the birthplace of conquistadores. We 
will tour the streets of its impressive old town. Lunch at 
one own’s expense.

We return to Cáceres and begin an interesting walking 
tour of the city’s old town, whose “tempo” is set by the 
Plaza Mayor. We will visit inside the city wall, discovering 
churches such as that of Santiago and numerous exam-
ples of civil architecture.

After the visit, we will check into the hotel and enjoy 
some free time before dinner.

 DAY 3. cáceres-sAlAMAncA 
In the morning, we will travel to the nearby locality 
of Malpartida to become acquainted with the Vostell 
artistic project in its foundation, located in a beautiful 
setting. We will then explore the cheese culture in 
Casar de Cáceres, visiting a cheese factory and dis-
covering the secret of the famous “Torta del Casar.”

We continue north along the “Vía de la Plata” route; 
we will come across pilgrims slowly making their way 
to Compostela’s cathedral. We will stop briefly in the 
city of Plasencia. We will then visit the cute town of 
Hervás, one of several places in the Iberian Peninsula 
housing Jewish remains; these can clearly be seen in 

the Jewish Quarter, with houses made of adobe and 
chestnut wood hid among maze-like, stone-paved 
streets. Lunch at one’s own expense.

From this beautiful locality, we will soon enter the Cas-
tile-León region via Béjar, in the province of Salamanca. 
Arrival in Salamanca, accommodation and dinner.

 DAY 4. sAlAMAncA
We wake up in this impressive city and begin a guid-
ed tour featuring Plaza Mayor, undoubtedly one of 
the most beautiful squares in Spain, the University, 
its two cathedrals and the curious Casa de las Con-
chas. We will come across palaces and historical 
buildings, which will be explained to us by our guide. 
Lunch at one’s own expense.

In the afternoon, before dinner, we will have free 
time to explore many other charming places in the 
city at our own pace.

 DAY 5. sAlAMAncA-sAnTiAgo
We leave Salamanca and enter the province of 
Zamora; our first stop is its capital of the same 
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 DAY 3. ávilA-sAlAMAncA 
We wake up in Ávila and set off for the city of Sala-
manca. On arrival, we begin our guided tour featuring 
Plaza Mayor, undoubtedly one of the most beautiful 
squares in Spain, the University, its two cathedrals 
and the curious Casa de las Conchas. 

We will come across palaces and historical buildings, 
which will be explained to us by our guide. Lunch at 
one’s own expense.

In the afternoon, before dinner, we will have free time 
to explore many other charming places in the city at 
our own pace.

 DAY 4.  
sAlAMAncA-sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
We leave Salamanca and enter the province of 
Zamora; our first stop is its capital of the same name, 
whose streets feature a large number of Romanesque 
churches. We will walk around this city on the banks 
of the Duero and visit its cathedral.

From Zamora we will travel east following the “Cami-
no Sanabrés” route to arrive at a special town, name-
ly the historical locality of Puebla de Sanabria. 

We will explore its beautiful, stone-paved streets and 
discover its traditional architecture. Lunch at one’s 
own expense.

We set off for Galicia and enter the region; we see 
how the landscape gradually becomes greener and 
greener. We pass through Moterrey and finally arrive 
at Ourense; here we will marvel at two elements: the 
cathedral’s “Pórtico del Paraíso” and its medicinal 
fountains whose water is always hot: As Burgas.

We leave the city behind and head for Santiago de 
Compostela. Accommodation and dinner.

 DAY 5. sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
We are in a magical place. Santiago is the end of the 
Way, a cosmopolitan, university city. 

Our local guide will take us inside the cathedral to dis-
cover its mysterious interior. 

We will also visit the squares surrounding it, such as 
O Obradoiro or Platerías, after which the cathedral’s 
interesting façades are called. We will also visit Co-
legio de Fonseca, Palacio de Raxoi, Hostal de los 
Reyes Católicos (now a “Parador”) and the lively food 
market. All of this in a city made of granite, which 
acquires a special beauty under the rain.

Free time for lunch and free afternoon to explore more 
of the city at our own pace.

Farewell Galician dinner in a lively city restaurant.

 DAY 6. enD oF TriP
Breakfast and end of trip. 

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
20 PAx

711 € / PERSON in Double Room
135 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement

* SERVICES INCLUDED:
- 5 nights in centrally located 3-4* hotels with buffet breakfast in Alcalá de Henares  

(1 night), Ávila (1 night), Salamanca (1 night) and Santiago (2 nights).
- 5 dinners (including wine and coffee).
- Accompanying English- or Spanish-speaking guide throughout the trip.
- Guided tours in Toledo, Alcalá de Henares, Segovia, Ávila, Salamanca, Ourense and Santiago.
- Coach trip from Madrid to Santiago.
- Tickets according to programme.
- Travel insurance.

* SERVICES NOT INCLUDED:
- Trip to Madrid and departure from Santiago.
- Lunches.
- Tickets to other monuments not specified in programme.
- Tips.

* SPECIFICATIONS:
- Net prices per person, including taxes.
- Prices subject to availability of hotels and guides at time of final booking.

* MORE INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS:
Product Department: Rubén Díaz Valcárcel ruben@tee-travel.com
Groups Department: Leticia Padín García groups@tee-travel.com

HOTELS Centrally located 3-4* hotels.

CONDITIONS Consult Tee Travel.

DATE Indicated prices valid throughout 2013.

 DAY 1. A TriP THrougH HisTorY
We leave Madrid and arrive in Toledo, one of the few 
cities that can boast of having three cultures. 

During an interesting guided tour of its old town’s 
narrow streets, we will see the mark of the Islamic, 
Jewish and Christian cultures. We will come across 
synagogues, churches, museums and the impressive 
Alcázar. We will also make mention of the brilliant 
painter El Greco. Lunch at one’s own expense.

After lunch, we will cross the Tajo River again and 
travel to Alcalá de Henares, where we will spend the 
first night. Alcalá features one of the most prestigious 
universities and is the birthplace of Cervantes, Spain’s 
most universal writer. In an interesting guided tour, we 
will discover the secrets of this World Heritage City.

After the visit, dinner and accommodation in a cen-
trally located hotel.

 DAY 2. AlcAlá De HenAres-ávilA
We leave Madrid behind and enter the Castile-León 
region via the province of Segovia.

On arrival, we are met by the impressive Roman  
aqueduct that has survived intact. 

From its base, we will begin an interesting tour that 
will take us to different times from Segovia’s history. 

We will walk towards the majestic Alcázar, discovering 
this small museum-city’s secrets and gems on the way.

Segovia is famous for its “cochinillo” (suckling pig); 
since we have free time for lunch, you will have the 
chance to try this exquisite dish.

After lunch, we will enjoy a comfortable trip to the 
walled city of Ávila. 

As we approach, the city wall rises up to greet us.

After checking in to the hotel, we will walk along the 
top of the wall and explore the mystical interior of its 
cathedral. We will also visit other buildings and places 
of interest in the city, where the figure of St. Teresa will 
undoubtedly feature prominently throughout the tour.

Dinner in the hotel’s restaurant.
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 DAY 1.  
BArAJAs AirPorT-córDoBA
Arrival at Barajas Airport and bus transfer to Atocha 
Station. AVE train trip to Córdoba. Arrival in Córdoba 
and transfer to hotel. In the afternoon, free time to start 
exploring the city. Accommodation.

 DAY 2. córDoBA 
Breakfast and guided tour of Roman Córdoba, Roman 
Bridge, Wall, Funerary Temple of Puerta Gallegos…

In the afternoon, free time for shopping or more sight-
seeing. Accommodation.

 DAY 3. córDoBA-cáceres
Breakfast and bus trip to Cáceres. 

Arrival at hotel and accommodation. In the afternoon, 
we will enjoy a guided tour of the city. Accommodation.

 DAY 4. cáceres-MériDA-córDoBA
Breakfast and trip to Mérida, where a local guide will 
accompany us to visit the main sights related to the 
city’s Roman past. Roman Bridge, Roman Forum, Walls 
and aqueducts… Accommodation.

 DAY 5. 
córDoBA-BArAJAs AirPorT
Breakfast and according to time of flight, transfer to AVE 
train station for ride to Madrid Atocha. 

Arrival and transfer to airport, and end of our services.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
25 PAx

DATE 1/9/11 - 15/12/11 1/1/12 - 15/4/12 16/4/12 - 30/6/12

No. PAX 25 35 50 25 35 50 20 35 50

PRICE
PER PAX

446 € 404 € 368 € 446 € 404 € 368 € 446 € 404 € 368 €

DATE 1/7/12 - 15/9/12 16/9/12 - 31/12/12

No. PAX 25 35 50 20 35 50

PRICE
PER PAX

473 € 425 € 394€ 473 € 425 € 394 €

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
Tickets not included.
Extra charges in hotels not included.

HOTELS CÓRDOBA: Hotel Selu 3*, or similar
CáCERES: Hotel Husa Alcántara 3*, or similar

CONDITIONS Prices per person in double room.

Estimate based on BB. For any variation of the programme, do not hesitate to contact us by 
e-mail: fsanchez@viajescajasol.es

DATE Prices valid from September 1, 2011 to December 31, 2013.

 DAY 1. BArAJAs AirPorT-córDoBA
Arrival at Barajas Airport and bus transfer to Atocha 
Station. AVE train ride to Córdoba. Arrival in Córdoba 
and transfer to hotel. Accommodation. In the after-
noon, free time to start exploring the city.

 DAY 2. córDoBA
Breakfast and guided tour of the city’s Jewish heritage. 
Surroundings of the Jewish Quarter, Souk, Plaza de 
Judá Levi… In the afternoon, free time for shopping 
or more sightseeing. Accommodation.

 DAY 3. córDoBA-cáceres
Breakfast and bus trip to Cáceres. Arrival at hotel 
and accommodation. In the afternoon, we will enjoy a 
guided tour of the city. Old and new Jewish Quarter, 
Chapel of San Antonio… Accommodation.

 DAY 4. cáceres-TruJillo-ToleDo
Breakfast and trip to Trujillo, where a local guide will 
accompany us to visit the main sights related to the 
city’s Jewish past. Plaza Mayor, Calle Juderías, Calle 
Tiendas… The next destination is Toledo. 

Arrival in hotel and accommodation. In the afternoon, 
guided tour of Toledo, Synagogues of Santa María la 
Blanca, Escrivá, Samuel HaLeví… Accommodation.

 DAY 5.  
ToleDo-MADriD-BArAJAs AirPorT
Breakfast and according to time of flight, transfer to 
AVE train station for ride to Madrid Atocha. 

Arrival and transfer to airport, and end of our services. 

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
25 PAx

DATE 1/9/11 - 15/12/11 1/1/12 - 15/4/12 16/4/12 - 30/6/12

No. PAX 25 35 50 25 35 50 20 35 50

PRICE
PER PAX

415 € 368 € 330 € 415 € 368 € 330 € 415 € 368 € 330 €

DATE 1/7/12 - 15/9/12 16/9/12 - 31/12/12

No. PAX 25 35 50 20 35 50

PRICE
PER PAX

430 € 383 € 347 € 430 € 383 € 347 €

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
Tickets not included.
Extra charges in hotels not included.

HOTELS CÓRDOBA: Hotel Selu 3*, or similar
CáCERES: Hotel Husa Alcántara 3*, or similar
TOLEDO: Hotel Kris Doménico 4*, or similar

CONDITIONS Prices per person in double room.

Estimate based on BB. For any variation of the programme, do not hesitate to contact us by 
e-mail: fsanchez@viajescajasol.es

DATE Prices valid from September 1, 2011 to December 31, 2013.

 16 17Travel agency present throughout Andalusia, specialising in cultural tourism for groups.
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 DAY 1. PoinT oF origin-ToleDo
Pickup at point of origin at indicated time, assistance 
and transfer to Toledo. Lunch.

In the afternoon, we will visit the city’s most emblematic 
monuments: Alfonso VI Gate, Bisagra Gate, Arrabal 
Church, Sol Gate, Cristo de la Luz Mosque, walk around 
the area of “cobertizos” (overhead passageways) and 
convents, San Román Church, Tránsito Synagogue, 
Church of Santo Tomé, Cathedral and Alcázar.

Trip to Segovia, where we will stay overnight.

 DAY 2. segoviA-AlcAlá De HenAres
Lunch in hotel. In the morning, guided tour of Segovia’s 
old town, where we will visit: Aqueduct, Alcázar,  
Cathedral and the main traditional streets. Lunch.

In the afternoon, we will walk around the Eresma Val-
ley, visiting Vera Cruz Church, the Monastery of Santa 
María el Parral and the Sanctuary of Nuestra Señora 
de la Fuencisla (the city’s patron saint). 

Trip to Alcalá de Henares, where we will stay overnight.

 DAY 3.  
AlcAlá De HenAres-PoinT oF origin 
Lunch in hotel. In the morning, guided tour of Alcalá 
de Henares’ old town, where we will visit: Univer-
sity of Alcalá, Plaza de Cervantes, medieval Hospital 
of Antezana, Calle Mayor, Cervantes Birthplace Mu-
seum, Monastery of San Bernardo, façade of Arch-
bishop’s Palace, Magisterial Cathedral and Plaza de 
los Santos Niños.

Lunch in one of the city’s traditional restaurants. 

In the afternoon, trip to place of origin. End of journey.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
18 PAx

52 Persons: 300 € / PERSON in Double Room
32 Persons: 330 € / PERSON in Double Room
22 Persons: 370 € / PERSON in Double Room
18 Persons: 390 € / PERSON in Double Room
Consult prices for other groups.

Supplement guide 2nd language: 30 € per person
Single Room Supplement: 50 €

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Bus.
- Full Board.
- Travel Insurance.
- Accompanying Guide.
- Tickets.
- Local guides in Toledo, Segovia and Alcalá de Henares.
- VAT.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE: Any service not specified in INCLUDES section.

HOTELS ALCALá DE HENARES: Hotel Campanile 3* / Hotel Alcalá Plaza 3* or similar.
Hotel Los arcos 4*/ Husa Puerta de Segovia 4* or similar.

CONDITIONS These prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations in any of the requested services 
at the time of final booking.

DATE Prices valid from September 1, 2011 to December 31, 2013.
Every Friday except public holidays and holiday weekends.

 DAY 1 
PoinT oF origin-AlcAlá De HenAres
Pickup at point of origin at indicated time, assistance 
and transfer to hotel. Lunch in traditional Alcalá res-
taurant. In the afternoon, guided tour of Alcalá de 
Henares’ old town, where we will visit: University of 
Alcalá, Plaza de Cervantes, medieval Hospital of An-
tezana, Calle Mayor, Cervantes Birthplace Museum, 
Monastery of San Bernardo, façade of Archbishop’s 
Palace, Magisterial Cathedral and Plaza de los Santos 
Niños. Dinner and accommodation.

 DAY 2. AlcAlá De HenAres-ávilA
Breakfast. Early in the morning, we will depart for ávila. 
Arrival and guided tour of the city, where we will visit: 
old town, Basilica of San Vicente, Cathedral, Peso de la 
Harina Gate and St. Teresa’s Birthplace. Lunch. In the 
afternoon, we will depart for Salamanca. Dinner. Night 
tour of Salamanca. Accommodation.

 DAY 3. sAlAMAncA-PoinT oF origin
Breakfast. In the morning, we will visit Salamanca 
with a local guide. Lunch. In the afternoon, trip to place 
of origin. End of journey.

3
2 FROM 235 €

 18 19GLAUKA VIAJES ALCALá will advise you on the destination, hotel, length of trip that best suits your preferences and 
interests, thus helping to make your trip special.

9
8FROM 300 € 3
2

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
18 PAx

52 Persons: 235 € / PERSON in Double Room
32 Persons: 250 € / PERSON in Double Room
22 Persons: 270 € / PERSON in Double Room
18 Persons: 280 € / PERSON in Double Room
Consult prices for other groups.

Supplement guide 2nd language: 30 € per person
Single Room Supplement: 50 €

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Bus.
- Full Board.
- Travel Insurance.
- Accompanying Guide.
- Tickets.
- Local guides in Alcalá de Henares, Ávila and Salamanca.
- VAT.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE: Any service not specified in INCLUDES section.

HOTELS ALCALá DE HENARES: Hotel Campanile 3* / Hotel Alcalá Plaza 3* or similar.
SALAMANCA: Hotel Vincci Ciudad de Salamanca 4*, Hotel Catalonia Salamanca 4* or similar.

CONDITIONS These prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations in any of the requested services 
at the time of final booking.

DATE Prices valid from September 1, 2011 to December 31, 2013.
Every Friday except public holidays and holiday weekends.

Av. de la Alcarria, 5. 28806 Alcalá de Henares (Madrid)
Tel: +34 918 870 287. FAX: +34 918 884 000
info@glaukaviajes.com

Av. de la Alcarria, 5. 28806 Alcalá de Henares (Madrid)
Tel: +34 918 870 287. FAX: +34 918 884 000
info@glaukaviajes.com

Pure History
Alcalá de Henares  Ávila  Salamanca

Something in Common
Alcalá de Henares  Segovia  Toledo
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 DAY 1. sPY WenDnesDAY in ToleDo
Arrival in Madrid and departure for Toledo. 

Toledo’s architecture and twisting streets have recei-
ved many historical and cultural influences over the 
centuries and the city rightly deserves its title of a 
national monument. 

After dinner posibility to participate up to 23:30 in the 
famous Knights of Christ the Redeemer procession. 
Impressve run across of the main Toledo streets whe-
re only the Miserere is the sound can be heard.

 DAY 2. MAunDY
Today the tour starts visiting the impressive Gothic buil-
ding of the Primate Cathedral. As you walk through the 
narrow streets of the old Jewish quarter, visit the Church 
of St. Tome, home to “The Burial of Count Orgaz,” the fa-
mous painting of El Greco. Then continue toward the Sy-
nagogue of Sta. Maria la Blanca, the Church of San Juan 
de los Reyes and the house museum of Victorio Macho, 
renowned Spanish sculptor.

Afternoon at your leisure to enjoy one of the typical gas-
tronomic combination of Moorish and Christian cuisine.

 DAY 3. gooD FriDAY in ávilA
Departure to Ávila. Together with our guide you will 
discover today one of the finest surviving examples of 

the Spanish medieval walled city. Inside the walls, chur-
ches, monasteries and convents, places and squares 
reveal a city that appears unaffected by times passing.

On Good Friday it is also well worth seeing the Peni-
tentiary Stations of the Cross. They run through the 
walled old town of Ávila. They take drums that touch 

constant to the step, creating an impressive and mys-
tical environment.

 DAY 4. eXcursion To escoriAl
The Monastery attracts attention with the grandeur of 
its construction. Its interior holds the Basílica, a Doric 
church that occupies the central part of the complex. 

Inside the Basílica, the chorus stands out with mag-
nificent frescos adorning the vault. Just under the 
Basilica’s largest altar lays the Royal Pantheon, which 
is composed of smallerpantheons where the majority 
of the Spanish monarchs after Charles V are buried. 

 DAY 5. 
resurrecTion sunDAY in segoviA
After breakfast depart to Segovia.

A stroll through the streets of Segovia on this day is 
a pleasant and very interesting way of gaining an in-
sight into the history of Spain. 

Over the centuries, various civilisations (Romans, 
Arabs, Jews and Christians) have left an artistic heri-
tage that is difficult to match elsewhere. This will be-
come obvious as you stroll through its old town, whose 
streets still boast the medieval structure and civic and 
religious buildings of various architectural styles. 

After a day of exploring Segovia we have organized a 
farewell dinner. Our guest will find many fine choices.

 DAY 6. segoviA-MADriD
Transfer to Madrid – Barajas airport.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
20 PAx

405 € / PERSON in Double Room
140 € / PERSON / Single room supplement

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Coach for the hole roundtrip.
- 5 x overnights buffet breakfast included.
- Local guide in Toledo 8 hours, Ávila 4 hours, Escorial 3 hours and Segovia 4 hours.
- Travel organization.Best service by supporting the group from arrival to departure.
- 24 hour emergency telephone number.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Accompanying guide.
- Any other services not specified in previus section.

HOTELS TOLEDO: Hotel Alfonso VI 4* 
áVILA: Hotel Palacio de Los Velada 4* 
SEGOVIA: Hotel Acueducto 4* 

CONDITIONS Prices according to current rates. Prices subject to availability and changes of requested services 
at time of booking. 

DATE Prices valid from April 16 to April 21, 2014.

 DAY 1. segoviA
Arrival in Madrid airpot and departure for Segovia. 

Segovia is Spain and Castile at its best - twisting al-
leyways, the highest concentration of Romanesque 
churches in all of Europe, pedestrian streets where no 
cars are allowed, the aroma of roast suckling pig around 
every corner - all surrounded by the city’s medieval wall 
which itself is bordered by two rivers and an extensive 
green-belt park with miles of shaded walks.

 DAY 2. segoviA sePHArDic culTure
Although most famous for its impressive aqueduct, 
landmark of the city, and the largue churches, Segovia 
is an important stop along the Sephardic Culture.

Until the expulsion Christians, Muslims and Jews 
lived together in harmony and often shared lodgings. 

Discover the Corpus Christi church which was once 
the main synagogue in Segovia; the Didactic Center 
of the Jewish quarter, located in Abraham Senneor’s 
house; San Andrés Gate, in the medieval walls of Se-
govia, from where magnificent views of the Jewish 
cemetery can be seen. 

Accommodation in Segovia.

 DAY 3. 
ToleDo, ciTY oF THe THree culTures
After breakfast departure for Toledo. 

Behind its walls Toledo preserves an artistic and 
cultural legacy in the form of churches, palaces for-
tresses, mosques and synagogues. 

Today we will enjoy the monuments and character-
istic places of the Christian legacy in this city like 
the mpresive Cathedral and Santo Tomé Church best 
known for housing El Greco’s most famous painting, 
The Burial of Count Orgaz.

Accommodation in Toledo.

 DAY 4. ToleDo,  
sYnAgogen AnD MusliMs PlAces
After breakfast we will continue visiting the Jewish 
and the muslims parts of town. 

The tangle of precious and steep streets that draw the 
Jewry , transports to the visitor to the Jewish Toledo 
of the Medieval Age. We will visit his two synagogues 
and the Sephardic museum, listen to its legends and 
meet the sephardics (Spanish Jews) customs. 

During the day we will also discover the Muslim 
heritage and the relics of the city that was once 
known as Tulaytula. 

 DAY 5. ToleDo-córDoBA
Continue south to Córdoba. As the capital of Al-Anda-
lus, Córdoba stood as the most powerful and signifi-
cant city not just in Spain but also in Europe during the 
“golden rule” of the Moors. Córdoba also boasts of a 
rich historical background – Iberian, Visigoth, Roman, 
Moorish, Jewish and Christian civilizations contributed 
to Córdoba’s unique personality and vitality.

Before accommodation at your hotel we will visit the 
Casa Sefarad, a cultural project concerned with Judeo-
Spanish culture, history and tradition which through 
it´s unique collection and cultural activities aims to 
make known the rich legacy of the three cultures.

Accommodation in Córdoba.

 DAY 6. córDoBA
After breakfast we will visit La Juderia (Jewish Quar-
ter), a quaint and authentic setting of flower-filled 
patios and cobblestone streets who conserves all its 
charming medieval identity. 

We will continue visiting the Synagogue built in 
1314, a beautiful Mudejar building nearly perfectly 
preserved and the only synagogue in Spain from that 
time not to have been turned into a Christian building 
and the grand Mosque of Córdoba is one of Spain’s 
historical and architectural treasures.

 DAY 7. córDoBA-MADriD
Morning airport transfer to Madrid airport.

 20 21VIAJES OLyMPIA is a company with more than 40 years experience organizing and developing a large variety of pro-
gramms aimed at the cultural and business world. Our company is made up of a professional, creative and knowledgeable 
team supported by a solid infraestructure, ready to offer you the best and most atractive programms to be found in Spain.

7
6 FROM 406 € 9

8FROM 405 € 6
5

Puerta del sol, 14, 2ªPlanta
Tel: +34 915 224 501. ext. 3. FAX: +34 915 234 418
santos@olympiamad.com www.viajesolympiamadrid.com

Puerta del sol, 14, 2ªPlanta
Tel: +34 915 224 501. ext. 3. FAX: +34 915 234 418
santos@olympiamad.com www.viajesolympiamadrid.com

Segovia  Toledo  Córdoba Toledo  Ávila  Segovia

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
20 PAx

406 € / PERSON in Double Room
158 € / PERSON / Single room supplement

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Coach for the hole roundtrip.
- 6 x overnights buffet breakfast included.
- Local guide in Segovia 4 hours, Toledo 2 x 4 hours, Córdoba 4 hours.
- Travel organization.Best service by supporting the group from arrival to departure.
- 24 hour emergency telephone number.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Accompanying guide.
- Any other services not specified in previus section.

HOTELS SEGOVIA: Hotel Acueducto 4* 
TOLEDO: Hotel Alfonso VI 4* 
CÓRDOBA: Hotel Alfaro 4* 

CONDITIONS Prices according to current rates. Prices subject to availability and changes of requested services 
at time of booking. 

DATE Prices valid from November 1, 2013 to October 31, 2014.

The heritage of Three Faiths in 
Spain: Mosques, Synagogues and Cathedrals

Faith and Devotion:  
The holy week in spanish world heritage cities 

TOURS TOURS



 DAY 4. cáceres-sAlAMAncA 
With so many stately homes and palaces crowded 
around Cáceres’ Plaza Mayor and surrounding 
streets, visitors feel as if they had gone back to times 
past. The walled Almohad Arab city features the towers, 
beautiful façades, important coats of arms and curi-
ous windows of the palaces of Los Golfines, Toledo 
Moctezuma, Godoy and Carvajal, among others.

Following the old Roman road called Vía de la Plata, 
we reach the town of Plasencia, which is also walled, 
with narrow streets surrounding a lively Plaza Mayor. 
There are outstanding palaces such as those of 
Mirabel or Carvajal. The most interesting landmark is 
the complex made up of the two Cathedrals, which 
overlap each other. Continuing along the Vía de la 
Plata, we will cross the Sistema Central mountains 
into Castile and León.

To enter Salamanca from the south, we can cross its 
well-preserved Roman bridge. 

Accommodation in Salamanca.

 DAY 5. sAlAMAncA 
Salamanca was and is, above all, a university centre. 
It features unique, historic university buildings from 
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, many of which 
can be visited. The homogeneous mix of students  
and visitors invites walking around its lively streets and 
enjoying the festive atmosphere in the evening. Other 
outstanding monuments include the Plaza Mayor, the 
two Cathedrals (from the Romanesque to the ba-
roque periods), the Casa de las Conchas, the Convent 
of San Esteban and the highly interesting Museum of 
Art Nouveau and Art Déco in the modernist Casa Lis. 
Accommodation in Salamanca.

 DAY 6. sAlAMAncA-ávilA-segoviA
The end of our trip brings us to two monumental cities, 
both declared World Heritage. ávila, birthplace of 
famous Spanish mystics and writers such as St. Teresa 
or St. John of the Cross, receives us with its well-
preserved wall, Cathedral, Basilica of San Vicente, 
palaces and mansions (Los Velada, Valderrábanos, 
Núñez Vela, Torreón de los Guzmanes), Carmelite 
Monastery of La Encarnación and the house where St. 
Teresa was born. The cold look of Ávila’s grey granite 
contrasts with the warmer appearance of Segovia’s 
limestone. A walk around its old town, beginning with 
the Roman aqueduct, wandering around the secluded 
squares with their stately palaces and the narrow 
streets in the Jewish Quarter, passing by the elegant 
Gothic cathedral, will bring us to the medieval Alcázar.

Special farewell dinner. Accommodation in Segovia.

 DAY 7. segoviA-MADriD 
Transfer to Madrid Airport.

When, in the year 1085, Alfonso vi  
conquered Toledo, christians were able to 
begin organising what would become, by 
the end of the Middle Ages, the centre 
of a vast empire. The entire region be-
tween the rivers Douro and Tagus would 
become full of cities inhabited by proud 
nobles, an influential church and increas-
ingly more powerful warrior kings. We 
will see their origins, their splendour and 
their connection with America. Thanks to  
this and their high degree of preservation, 
this route features five old towns that have 
been declared World Heritage cities.

 DAY 1. MADriD-ToleDo
Arrival in Madrid and departure for Toledo. 
Accommodation in Toledo.

 DAY 2. ToleDo 
Toledo was once the capital of Spain during the time of 
the Visigoths and it became so again when the Chris-
tians took it back. It is the enclave that best describes 
the religious ups and downs of the Middle Ages.  
From the Visigothic period, when it was the cradle of 
the idea of a united, independent and Catholic Iberian 

Peninsula, passing through the medieval coexistence 
of the three religions (Cristo de la Luz Mosque, Tránsi-
to and Santa María la Blanca Synagogues, Cathedral), 

we come to the controversial Spanish Renaissance 
with the Hospital de Santa Cruz and the figure of El 
Greco. Despite the superimposition of cultures, walk-
ing around Toledo still evokes this Mediterranean and 
Semitic origin of many Spanish cities. 

Visit to a dairy with tasting of La Mancha cheese and 
wine. Accommodation in Toledo.

 DAY 3. ToleDo-cáceres 
Following the course of the Tagus River, we will come 
to Extremadura and its important mountain sanctuary, 
Guadalupe. Its fort-like monastery, with its outstanding 
cloister, is one of the masterpieces of Mudejar art. Its  
attractiveness resulted in the addition of works of art 
until the 18th century, including one of the best series 
of Zurbarán paintings. It is also worth mentioning 
its narrow streets and the Hospital de San Juan, 
with the adjoining Colegio de Gramática, now a 
Tourism “Parador.” While the name of Guadalupe 
evokes reminiscences of Latin American culture, it 
is nearby Trujillo that best symbolises the discovery 
of America. Around an Arab castle from the 10th-
11th centuries, within the city wall are numerous  
fortified stately homes, whose names speak of the  
Pizarro, Orellano and Zúñiga families. Accommodation 
in Cáceres.

 22 23VERONIA TOURS is an incoming operator with extensive experience in organising services both for groups and indivi-
dual clients. This agency offers a flexible and specialised quality service.
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6 FROM 768 € c/ Papín, 22 – Bajo. 37007 salamanca

Tel.: +34 923 282 511 FAX: +34 923 282 610
veroniatours@veroniatours.com

Toledo  Cáceres  Salamanca  Ávila  Segovia

Heritage Cities:  
from Castile to Extremadura 

APPROXIMA-
TE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
20 PAx

768 € / PERSON in Double Room
206 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- 6 NIGHTS BED and BREAKFAST in 3* and 4* Hotels. 
- COACH TRIPS (driver’s expenses included).
- ACCOMPANYING GUIDE in Spanish (guide’s expenses included).
- LOCAL GUIDES (2.5 hrs) in Spanish in:

Toledo / Cáceres / Salamanca / Ávila / Segovia. 
- VISIT TO DAIRY WITH TASTING OF LA MANCHA WINE AND CHEESE.
- SPECIAL FAREWELL DINNER (1/4 water and wine included).
- TRAVEL INSURANCE.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE: 
Any service not specified in the INCLUDES section. 

CONDITIONS Prices not valid during Easter, holiday weekends and festivals. 

Consult dates and supplements.

These prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations in any of the requested services 
at the time of final booking.

DATE Prices valid until December 31, 2013.  
(Except Easter, National Holidays, congresses). 

HOTELS TOLEDO: Hotel 4* San Juan de los Reyes or similar
CáCERES: Hotel 3* Casa Don Fernando or similar
SALAMANCA: Hotel 4* Artheus Carmelitas or similar /  
SEGOVIA: Hotel 3* Los Linajes or similar.
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Our visit will begin in Plaza Mayor, continuing with the 
Cathedrals (Old and New), an architectural complex 
that stands out from the rest due to its magnificent 
size, beauty and harmony, a constant landmark when 
walking around the city streets. 

The tour will continue around the University Façade, 
Casa de las Conchas and Clerecía. 

Transfer to hotel and accommodation.

 DAY 5.  
sAlAMAncA: ForTiFicATions rouTe
Breakfast in hotel and departure for the Fortifications 
Route: We will leave Salamanca and head towards 
Ciudad Rodirigo, where we will begin our tour. 

The border with Lusitania was always of interest to Ro-
mans, Visigoths and Moors, who built forts and castles 
along the entire border to defend their inhabitants. 

Good examples of this are Ciudad Rodrigo’s walls and 
forts, as well as San Felices de los Gallegos and its late-
12th-century Castle-Fort. Lunch in restaurant and return 
to Salamanca. Free time. Hotel accommodation.

 DAY 6. 
sAlAMAncA-sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards the destina-
tion of the “Way of St. James.” 

Santiago de Compostela was declared a World Heritage 
City by UNESCO in 1985, due to its urban beauty and 
monumental integrity, as well as the profound echoes of 
its spiritual importance as an apostolic sanctuary and 
the destination of the most important religious and cul-
tural movement in the Middle Ages.

 DAY 7. sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
Breakfast and hotel accommodation. Today we will 
continue visiting more of Santiago’s must-see sights. 

The photogenic “Mercado de Abastos” is the city’s 
main and most traditional market, as well as the most 
visited place after the Cathedral: a market with a genuine 
flavour that reflects Galicia’s gastronomy (there are 
countless kinds of fish and seafood, as well as fruit, 
vegetables, flowers, cheese, etc) and customs, in a 
building that is a monument it itself. 

We will enjoy an entertaining guided tour of Galician 
gastronomy, featuring, naturally, the “Mercado de 
Abastos” and a tasting. 

Near the market is the Geography and History Faculty 
of Santiago’s five-hundred-year-old University, with 
a magnificent Library and Auditorium, where we will 
enjoy an extensive tour with our local guide, ending 
with a wonderful panoramic view of the old town 
from the top of the faculty terrace. 

Lunch in restaurant and, in the afternoon, a ride on 
the “tourist train,” which is a relaxing way of enjoying 

a different vision of the city. We will then have some 
free time for shopping, so that we can take a small 
part of Santiago and Galicia home with us. 

 DAY 8. sAnTiAgo-ciTY oF origin
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards city of origin. 

End of trip and our services.

 DAY 1. 
ciTY oF origin-AlcAlá De HenAres
Arrival in Alcalá de Henares y reception in hotel by our 
accompanying guide. 

In the evening, transfer for dinner in one of the city’s 
traditional restaurants, followed by a brief walk to ad-
mire the city’s most singular monuments with their 
characteristic illumination. Hotel accommodation. 

 DAY 2. 
AlcAlá De HenAres AnD iTs Five rouTes
Breakfast in hotel and departure to visit the city. Alcalá 
de Henares is, due to its history and heritage, one of 
Europe’s most important cultural centres. The Routes 
of the City of Arts and Letters project is aimed at high-
lighting this importance by way of five itineraries, based 
on intellectual and historic events that have marked the 
city’s character throughout the centuries. 

We will complete three of the routes in the morning, 
have lunch in a restaurant and continue with the other 
two in the afternoon. Cervantes Route, Printing Route, 
New World Route, Theatre Route, Students Route. Af-
ter the tours, return to hotel and accommodation.

 DAY 3. AlcAlá De HenAres-ávilA 
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards the Castile 
and León region. 

Arrival in the city where St. Teresa of Jesus was 
born, the Catholic Church’s great mystic of the 16th 
century and founder of the Discalced Carmelites. 
Accompanied by our local guide, we will enjoy an 
interesting tour inside the walled city, Spain’s most 
complete one of the 11th century. 

During our tour we will discover a large number of 
Romanesque churches, Gothic palaces and a fortified 
cathedral of the 12th century. 

We will visit the interior of some of its most impor-
tant churches and its Cathedral. Transfer to hotel and 
accommodation. Free afternoon.

 DAY 4. ávilA–sAlAMAncA
Breakfast and departure towards Salamanca. 

Arrival in Salamanca and hotel accommodation. In the 
afternoon, we will enjoy a panoramic tour. 

 24 25WELCOME INCOMING SERVICES is the incoming division of the Globalia Group, Spain’s leading tourist group. It 
provides all kinds of services at destination. It also accepts new clients that are not part of the group, who thereby 
benefit from the purchasing power and prestige that Globalia has acquired.

8
7 FROM 662 €

Cervantes, Castile and 
Pilgrimage Destination
Alcalá de Henares  Ávila  Salamanca  Santiago de Compostela

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
15 PAx

Price for groups of 15-25 PAX: 856 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for groups of 26-40 PAX: 746 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for groups of 41-50 PAX: 662 € / PERSON in Double Room
Single Room Supplement: 294 €

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Luxury coach throughout trip.
- 4* hotels in all cities: Meals according to programme.
- Accompanying guide throughout trip.
- Specialised local guides for all the programme’s tours.
- Tickets for all monuments included in tours.
- Whisper audio-guide system for tours throughout the week.
- Travel Insurance.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Extras in hotels, such as tips, drinks, calls, etc.
- And in general, any service not specified above.

HOTELS ALCALá DE HENARES: Hotel Forum Alcalá 4* or similar
áVILA: Hotel Palacio de los Velada ávila 4* or similar
SALAMANCA: Tryp Salamanca 4* or similar
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA: Hotel Congreso 4* or similar

CONDITIONS * PAYMENT TERMS:
- Prepayment of 25% of booking once confirmed.
- Prepayment of 100% of booking 7 days before group departure.

* CANCELLATION POLICY:
- Up to 60 days before arrival: without penalisation.
- Within 30 days of group arrival: 50% of total of hired services.
- Within 15 days of group arrival: 100% of total of hired services.

* GRATUITIES:
- one pax free for every 25 paying PAx.

DATE Prices valid from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.
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c/ enrique granados, edificio globalia A  
28224 Pozuelo de Alarcón MADriD
Tel: +34 915 219 734 | virginia.lopez@welcomeincoming.com



 DAY 1. ciTY oF origin-ToleDo
Arrival in city of Toledo, by bus or train. Assistance from 
our accompanying guide and transfer to selected hotel. 
Accommodation service. At dusk, we will discover a 
different way of exploring Toledo. In the matchless set-
ting of the old town, our steps will awaken the mystery 
and we will turn the occult, the magical and the super-
natural into an unforgettable experience. 

After the visit, we will enjoy a dinner consisting of 
“Tapas” in one of the city’s picturesque restaurants. 
Return to hotel.

 DAY 2. ToleDo 
THe ciTY oF THree culTures”
Accommodation and breakfast in hotel. Accompa-
nied by our local guide, we will enjoy an interest-
ing itinerary to become acquainted with the city of 
Toledo, considered an outdoor museum due to the 
artistic beauty of its monuments and streets. Dur-
ing our tour we will visit the interior of two impor-
tant monuments: the Cathedral and Santa María la 
Blanca Synagogue. 

Our visit will end in a renowned workshop where the 
Damascene technique is employed. Free afternoon 
to continue enjoying the thousands of unique spots 
in the city.

 DAY 3. ToleDo-ArAnJueZ-cuencA
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards Aranjuez, 
famous for its Royal Palace and gardens. We will en-
joy an interesting tour of the Palace and its gardens, 
accompanied by a local guide. Lunch in restaurant, 
followed by trip to Cuenca. 

Transfer to hotel and accommodation.

 DAY 4. cuencA
Accommodation and breakfast in hotel. Entire day 
devoted to discovering this beautiful city of La Man-
cha. All of Cuenca’s old town is a monument in itself, 
an almost infinite magical and unique labyrinth full of 
lanes, romantic spots, viewpoints, railings, stairways, 
fountains, little squares and a lot of steep hills. We 
will begin our visit in Barrio del Castillo, thereafter go-
ing down as far as Plaza Mayor and touring the other 
monuments: Hanging Houses, Cathedral, City Hall, 
Mangana Tower, Calle Alfonso VIII, Calle San Pedro, 
convents, churches, museums, craft shops. Our tour 
will take place during the morning and afternoon, with 
lunch in a traditional restaurant. 

 DAY 5. cuencA-vAlenciA-TArrAgonA
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards Levante. Our 
first stop on the way will be Valencia, where we will enjoy 
a panoramic city tour in bus, followed by a walk around 
the old town, visiting the most emblematic buildings: the 
Cathedral, Tribunal de las Aguas and Mercado Central. 

Lunch in restaurant and trip to Tarragona. Arrival and 
transfer to hotel, accommodation.

 DAY 6. TArrAgonA
Breakfast and accommodation in hotel. During the day 
we will explore this southernmost Catalan city. Ac-
companied by a local guide, we will visit the following 
monuments: the Roman amphitheatre located beside 
the sea; the Cathedral, built in the 12th century on the 
highest point in Tarragona. 

We will continue with the Archaeological Walk; at the 
end of Plaza del Pallol, a portico leads to this 800-me-

tre-long walk. It was built by the Romans at the top of 
giant crags and runs through the ancient fortifications. 
Lunch in restaurant and, in the afternoon, we will visit 
the magnificent Monastery of Poblet, another gem of 
Tarragona province. 

We will end our tour at dusk in Tarragona’s fishing 
neighbourhood, better known as Barrio de Serrallo. 
Tourists and residents alike enjoy watching the fishing 
boats arrive, as well as the old traditional way that fish 
is sold in the market (La Llotja). 

Return to hotel and accommodation.

 DAY 7. TArrAgonA-ciTY oF origin
Breakfast and return to city of origin. 

End of trip and our services.

 DAY 1. 
ciTY oF origin-AlcAlá De HenAres
Arrival in Alcalá de Henares y reception in hotel by our 
accompanying guide. In the evening, transfer for 
dinner in one of the city’s traditional restaurants, 
followed by a brief walk to admire the city’s most 
singular monuments with their characteristic illumina-
tion. Hotel accommodation. 

 DAY 2. 
AlcAlá De HenAres AnD iTs Five rouTes
Breakfast in hotel and departure to visit the city. Alcalá 
de Henares is, due to its history and heritage, one of 
Europe’s most important cultural centres. The Routes 
of the City of Arts and Letters project is aimed at high-
lighting this importance by way of five itineraries, based 
on intellectual and historic events that have marked 
the city’s character throughout the centuries. We will 
complete three of the routes in the morning, have lunch 
in a restaurant and continue with the other two in the 
afternoon. Cervantes Route, Printing Route, New World 
Route, Theatre Route, Students Route. After the tours, 
return to hotel and accommodation. 

 DAY 3. AlcAlá De HenAres-ToleDo 
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards Castile-La 
Mancha region. Arrival in Toledo and, accompanied 
by our local guide, we will enjoy an interesting itinerary 
to become acquainted with the city of Toledo.  
During our tour we will visit the interior of two impor-
tant monuments: the Cathedral and Santa María la 
Blanca Synagogue. Our visit will end in a renowned 
workshop where the Damascene technique is em-
ployed. Free afternoon to continue enjoying the thou-
sands of unique spots in the city.

 DAY 4. ToleDo
Breakfast and hotel accommodation. In the morning, 
we will visit the Army Museum, better known as the 
Alcázar. Free afternoon. At dusk, we will discover  
a different way of exploring Toledo. We will enjoy a  
poetic tour full of enigmas. In the matchless setting of 
the old town, our steps will awaken the mystery and 
we will turn the occult, the magical and the supernat-

ural into an unforgettable experience. After the visit, 
we will enjoy a dinner consisting of “Tapas” in one 
of the city’s picturesque restaurants. Return to hotel.

 DAY 5. ToleDo-ávilA
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards the Castile 
and León region. Arrival in the city where St. Teresa 
of Jesus was born, the Catholic Church’s great mystic 
of the 16th century and founder of the Discalced Car-
melites. Accompanied by our local guide, we will enjoy 
an interesting tour inside the walled city, Spain’s most 
complete one of the 11th century. During our tour we 
will discover a large number of Romanesque churches, 
Gothic palaces and a fortified cathedral of the 12th 
century. We will visit the interior of some of its most 
important churches and its Cathedral. Transfer to hotel 
and accommodation. Free afternoon. 

 DAY 6. ávilA-segoviA
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards one of the 
most important artistic cities in Spain, Segovia. We 
will be welcomed by our local guide, who will accom-
pany us on an interesting itinerary. Thanks to Imperial 
Rome, Segovia features an impressive 16-kilometre-
long Aqueduct. Other outstanding monuments are 
its Cathedral, considered the “Lady of Spanish Ca-
thedrals” due to its elegance, and the Alcázar, the 
country’s most spectacular castle. We will have the 
opportunity of visiting the interior of both buildings. A 
typical lunch in one of the city’s best-renowned res-
taurants. Transfer to hotel and accommodation.

 DAY 7. segoviA-ciTY oF origin
Breakfast and return to city of origin. 

End of trip and our services.

 26 27WELCOME INCOMING SERVICES is the incoming division of the Globalia Group, Spain’s leading tourist group. It 
provides all kinds of services at destination. It also accepts new clients that are not part of the group, who thereby 
benefit from the purchasing power and prestige that Globalia has acquired.
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Cervantes and gems 
of the two Castiles
Alcalá de Henares  Toledo  Ávila  Segovia

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
15 PAx

Price for groups of 15-25 PAX: 599 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for groups of 26-40 PAX: 520 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for groups of 41-50 PAX: 462 € / PERSON in Double Room
Single Room Supplement: 252 €
* THE PRICE INCLUDES:

- Luxury coach throughout trip.
- 4* hotels in all cities: Meals according to programme.
- Accompanying guide throughout trip.
- Specialised local guides for all the programme’s tours.
- Tickets for all monuments included in tours.
- Whisper audio-guide system for tours throughout the week.
- Travel Insurance.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Extras in hotels, such as tips, drinks, calls, etc.
- And in general, any service not specified above.

HOTELS ALCALá DE HENARES: Hotel Forum Alcalá 4* or similar
TOLEDO: Hotel Eurostars Toledo 4* or similar
áVILA: Hotel Palacio de los Velada ávila 4* or similar
SEGOVIA: Hotel Eurostars Plaza Acueducto de Segovia 4* or similar

CONDITIONS * PAYMENT TERMS:
- Prepayment of 25% of booking once confirmed.
- Prepayment of 100% of booking 7 days before group departure.

* CANCELLATION POLICY:
- Up to 60 days before arrival: without penalisation.
- Within 30 days of group arrival: 50% of total of hired services.
- Within 15 days of group arrival: 100% of total of hired services.

* GRATUITIES:
- one pax free for every 25 paying PAx.

DATE Prices valid from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
15 PAx

Price for groups of 15-25 PAX: 720 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for groups of 26-40 PAX: 620 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for groups of 41-50 PAX: 546 € / PERSON in Double Room
Single Room Supplement: 252 €
* THE PRICE INCLUDES:

- Luxury coach throughout trip.
- 4* hotels in all cities: Meals according to programme.
- Accompanying guide throughout trip.
- Specialised local guides for all the programme’s tours.
- Tickets for all monuments included in tours.
- Whisper audio-guide system for tours throughout the week.
- Travel Insurance.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Extras in hotels, such as tips, drinks, calls, etc.
- And in general, any service not specified above.

HOTELS TOLEDO: Hotel Eurostars Toledo 4* or similar
CUENCA: Hotel Torremangana 4* or similar
TARRAGONA: Hotel Husa Imperial Tarraco 4* or similar

CONDITIONS * PAYMENT TERMS:
- Prepayment of 25% of booking once confirmed.
- Prepayment of 100% of booking 7 days before group departure.

* CANCELLATION POLICY:
- Up to 60 days before arrival: without penalisation.
- Within 30 days of group arrival: 50% of total of hired services.
- Within 15 days of group arrival: 100% of total of hired services.

* GRATUITIES:
- one pax free for every 25 paying PAx.

DATE Prices valid from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.
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Lunch in restaurant and, in the afternoon, we will visit 
the Museum, whose giant design is the work of the 
prestigious Rioja architect Rafael Moneo Vallés; inside, 
we will be able to admire one of Spain’s best collec-
tions of Roman sculpture and mosaics. Transfer to hotel 
and accommodation.

 DAY 6. MériDA-córDoBA
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards Andalu-
sia. Arrival in Córdoba, where we will tour the city 
accompanied by our local guide. We will begin by 
visiting the Cathedral-Mosque of Córdoba, the most 
important monument in all the Islamic West and one 
of the most amazing in the world. 

Lunch in restaurant and, in the afternoon, we will 
tour the Courtyards of Córdoba, in the most tradi-
tional neighbourhood of Alcázar Viejo, between the 
Alcázar and parish of San Basilio, walking through  
the neighbourhood of Santa Marina, around San 
Lorenzo and the Magdalena. Beside the Cathedral-
Mosque, the Jewish quarter also features examples 
of great beauty and antiquity. 

After the visit, transfer to hotel and accommodation. 

 DAY 7. córDoBA
Breakfast and accommodation in hotel. In the morning, 
we will enjoy an interesting tour of Medinat al-Zahara, 
the magnificent and mysterious city that Abd-al Rah-
man III built at the foot of Sierra Morena, eight kilo-
metres from the city. Return to Córdoba and lunch in 
restaurant. Free afternoon until the time for another 
unforgettable walking tour at dusk in Córdoba, where 
we will enjoy city legends and traditions. 

We will end the visit with a dinner consisting of “Ta-
pas”. Return to hotel.

 DAY 8. córDoBA-ciTY oF origin 
Breakfast and return to city of origin. 

End of trip and our services.

 DAY 1. ciTY oF origin-ToleDo
Arrival in city of Toledo, by bus or train. Assistance from 
our accompanying guide and transfer to selected hotel. 
Accommodation service. At dusk, we will discover a 
different way of exploring Toledo. We will go on a poetic 
tour full of enigmas. After the visit, we will enjoy a din-
ner consisting of “Tapas” in one of the city’s picturesque 
restaurants. Return to hotel.

 DAY 2. ToleDo 
“THe ciTY oF THree culTures”
Accommodation and breakfast in hotel. Accompanied by 
our local guide, we will enjoy an interesting itinerary to  
become acquainted with the city of Toledo. During our tour 
we will visit the interior of two important monuments: the 
Cathedral and Santa María la Blanca Synagogue. 

Our visit will end in a renowned workshop where the 
Damascene technique is employed. Free afternoon to 
continue enjoying the thousands of unique spots in 
the city.

 DAY 3. ToleDo-TruJillo-cáceres
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards Extremadura. 
On the way to the city of Cáceres, we will stop in 
the city of Trujillo,the heart of Extremadura. Accom-
panied by our local guide, we will visit the Arab Cas-
tle, Tower of El Alfiler, Pizarro House-Museum and 
Church of Santiago. We will receive a Trujillo Guide as 
a gift. Lunch in restaurant and trip to Cáceres. Arrival, 
transfer to hotel and accommodation. 

 DAY 4. cáceres
Breakfast and hotel accommodation. Accompanied by 
our local guide, we will explore the Monumental City of 
Cáceres. Our tour will begin in Plaza Mayor and enable us 
to discover the beauty of the most outstanding sights, 
such as the Arch of La Estrella, Plaza de Santa María, 
Calle Godoy, Plaza de Santiago, Casa del Sol, Plaza de 
San Mateo, Calle Condes, Arch of Santa Ana... Lunch in 
restaurant and free afternoon to continue enjoying the 
city. Return to hotel. 

 DAY 5. cáceres-MériDA
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards one of Spain’s 
most important Roman cities: Mérida. Arrival and city 
tour accompanied by our local guide. We will begin our 
visit at the Theatre, whose construction was spon-
sored by Agrippa, Augustus’ son-in-law, between 15 
and 16 BC. Another great monument we will be able to 
admire is the Amphitheatre, erected in 8 BC. 

 28 29WELCOME INCOMING SERVICES is the incoming division of the Globalia Group, Spain’s leading tourist group. It 
provides all kinds of services at destination. It also accepts new clients that are not part of the group, who thereby 
benefit from the purchasing power and prestige that Globalia has acquired.
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Islamic and  
Roman Legacy
Toledo  Cáceres  Mérida  Córdoba

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
15 PAx

No. PAX PRICE PER PERSON IN DOUBLE ROOM

15-25
26-40
41-50

908 €
734 €
656 €

Single Room Supplement: 279 €
* THE PRICE INCLUDES:

- Luxury coach throughout trip.
- 4* hotels in all cities: Meals according to programme.
- Accompanying guide throughout trip.
- Specialised local guides for all the programme’s tours.
- Tickets for all monuments included in tours.
- Whisper audio-guide system for tours throughout the week.
- Travel Insurance.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Extras in hotels, such as tips, drinks, calls, etc.
- And in general, any service not specified above.

HOTELS TOLEDO: Hotel Eurostars Toledo 4* or similar
CáCERES: Hotel Barceló V Centenario en Cáceres 4* or similar
MéRIDA: Hotel Velada Mérida 4* or similar
CÓRDOBA: Hotel Eurostars Ciudad de Córdoba 4* or similar

CONDITIONS * PAYMENT TERMS:
- Prepayment of 25% of booking once confirmed.
- Prepayment of 100% of booking 7 days before group departure.

* CANCELLATION POLICY:
- Up to 60 days before arrival: without penalisation.
- Within 30 days of group arrival: 50% of total of hired services.
- Within 15 days of group arrival: 100% of total of hired services.

* GRATUITIES:
- one pax free for every 25 paying PAx.

DATE Prices valid from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.
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FLy & DRIVE



 DAY 1. MADriD-ToleDo (90 kM.)
Arrival in Madrid and vehicle pick-up at airport. Trip and 
accommodation in Toledo. Accommodation.

 DAY 2. ToleDo
Breakfast in hotel. Known as the “city of three cul-
tures,” due to the centuries-long coexistence of 
Christians, Arabs and Jews. Half-day guided walking 
tour of Toledo, visiting the Cathedral, Jewish Quarter, 
Synagogue of Santa María la Blanca and Church of 
Santo Tomé. 

Free time to eat in one of the Spanish cities with the 
greatest variety of culture and gastronomy. Free after-
noon and hotel accommodation.

 DAY 3. ToleDo-cuencA (189 kM.)
Breakfast in Toledo hotel. Departure towards Cuenca, 
arrival and accommodation. 

At the stipulated time, as previously agreed with 
guide, walking tour of the old town to explore the 
Cathedral, Hanging Houses and cobbled streets, 
which will enchant the most experienced traveller. 

 DAY 4. cuencA
Free time in the city to contemplate the beauty that 
results, on the one hand, from the harmony between 
nature and architecture and, on the other hand, from 
its long history that has left behind an important cul-
tural and monumental legacy.

 DAY 5. cuencA-MADriD-iBiZA
Breakfast in hotel. Trip by car to Madrid – Barajas air-
port. Drop off car at the airport. Flight to Ibiza, the larger 
of the Pitiusas (islands of Ibiza and Formentera). 

Arrival in Ibiza and pick – up of new vehicle.

 DAY 6. iBiZA
The Phoenicians founded Ibiza as a refuge port for 
their trade ships and, since then, many settlers have 
left their mark down through the ages. We will use 
half a day, accompanied by a guide, to visit the old 
town known as Dalt Vila, located on a promontory 
facing the port. 

The city offers us an impressive view from the bul-
warks surrounding the city’s historic district, followed 
by a tour of the cathedral, the old food market and 
a walk around the narrow, winding old town streets. 
We will also visit the necropolis where the Phoeni-
cians and, later on, the Carthaginians buried their 
dead. Free time to enjoy, at your own pace, all the 
island’s gems.

Recommended visits: Las Salinas Nature Reserve, 
Ruins of Sa Caleta, where the first Punic settlement 
on the island is located, or charming villages such as 
San Juan, San Miguel or San José.

 DAY 7. iBiZA-MADriD
Drop off car at Ibiza airport and departure for Madrid.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
2 PAx

Total Price (minimum 2 PAX): 1170 € / PERSON. Package without flights

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Rental vehicle.
- Spanish/English-speaking local guides during visits indicated in itinerary.
- All tickets during visits mentioned in itinerary.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- All meals except breakfast.
- Peninsula-Ibiza-Peninsula flights.
- Optional trips (bookings on request, in which case payment must be made).
- Extra visits not mentioned in itinerary.
- Accompanying person during trip.
- Individual supplement.

* VEHICLE RENTAL CONDITIONS:
- Driver must be at least 21 years old, with 2 years of driving experience.
- Vehicle pick-up and drop-off at Madrid and Ibiza airport.
- Prices based on Seat Ibiza 1.9, 5-door or similar.
- Collision Damage Waiver (CDW) included in prices.
- Theft Waiver (THW) included in prices.
- Airport surcharge included in prices.

HOTELS TOLEDO: Hotel Alfonso VI 4* or similar
CUENCA: Hotel Leonor de Aquitania 3* or similar
IBIzA: Ibiza Gran Hotel 5* or similar

DATE Prices valid from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.

 32 33CLICK2TRAVEL is a leading business in the market of Internet hotel reservations, with more than 10,000 hotels all 
over the world.
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Toledo   
Cuenca  Ibiza

Tel: +34 902 400 020
atencion.cliente@click2travel.com 
www.click2travel.com
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 DAY 1. MADriD-ávilA 
Arrival in Madrid and vehicle pick-up at airport.

Trip and accommodation in Ávila, birthplace of St. Te-
resa of Jesus, whose urban layout enables us to relive 
medieval times in the 21st century.

 DAY 2. ávilA 
Breakfast in hotel. Accompanied by local guide, half-
day tour of the city, including the city wall, an excep-
tional monument that is unique in Europe due to its ex-
ceptional state of conservation, as well as a labyrinth of 
lanes, secluded squares, churches, palaces and stone 
corners, which constantly point to a glorious past.

 DAY 3. ávilA-sAlAMAncA
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards Salamanca, a 
contemporary university city in which youthful students 
contrast with ancient stones, in a city where beauty 
and knowledge compete. Arrival and accommodation.

Free afternoon in Salamanca. 

 DAY 4. sAlAMAncA
Accompanied by local guide, we will enjoy a tour of 
the city, including its two Cathedrals; Plaza Mayor, a 
majestic space, unique in Spain, which is based on  
a baroque balance of details, dotted with Herrera-like 
and Renaissance influences; its University, the oldest 
in Spain. 

Free afternoon and accommodation in selected hotel.

 DAY 5. sAlAMAncA-  
sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
Breakfast and departure towards Santiago, a Holy 
and University City, declared World Heritage by  
UNESCO in 1985. Arrival and accommodation in selected 
hotel, free afternoon.

 DAY 6. sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
Breakfast in hotel, tour of the city accompanied by local 
guide. Santiago is, above all, an extraordinary ensem-
ble of monuments centred on the Apostle James’ tomb 
and the destination of all the routes of Christendom’s 
greatest pilgrimage since the 10th century. 

Free afternoon and accommodation in selected hotel. 

 DAY 7.  
sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA-MADriD
Breakfast in hotel and departure towards Madrid with 
sufficient time for flight connections. 

End of services.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
2 PAx

Total Price (minimum 2 PAX): 750 € / PERSON. Package without flights

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Rental vehicle.
- Spanish/English-speaking local guides during visits indicated in itinerary.
- All tickets during visits mentioned in itinerary.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- All meals except breakfast.
- Flights.
- Optional trips (bookings on request, in which case payment must be made).
- Extra visits not mentioned in itinerary.
- Accompanying person during trip.
- Individual supplement.

* VEHICLE RENTAL CONDITIONS:
- Driver must be at least 21 years old, with 2 years of driving experience.
- Vehicle pick-up and drop-off at Madrid or Ibiza airport.
- Prices based on Seat Ibiza 1.9, 5-door or similar.
- Collision Damage Waiver (CDW) included in prices.
- Theft Waiver (THW) included in prices.
- Airport surcharge included in prices.

HOTELS áVILA: Hotel Palacio de los Velada 4* 
SALAMANCA: Hotel Petit Palace Las Torres 3* Plus
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA: Hotel AC Palacio del Carmen 5* 

DATE Prices valid from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.

 DAY 1. MADriD-sAlAMAncA
Vehicle pickup at Madrid Airport and trip on one’s 
own to Salamanca (2 hours by dual carriageway). 
We recommend stopping in ávila or Segovia to ex-
plore and enjoy these wonderful and interesting cities 
and have lunch in their restaurants.

Free afternoon to enjoy the city. Accommodation.

 DAY 2. sAlAMAncA
Breakfast in hotel; in the morning we will enjoy a guided 
tour of the old town, Cathedrals, University, La Casa 
de las Conchas, Clerecía, the Palace of Monterrey and 
Plaza Mayor. Free afternoon, we recommend: WILD 
BULL SAFARI, OLIVE OIL TOURISM, HAM TOURISM 
TOUR. Accommodation.

 DAY 3. sAlAMAncA
Breakfast and tee time at VILLAMAYOR GOLF Course, 
lunch. Free afternoon. Accommodation.

 DAY 4. sAlAMAncA-MériDA-cáceres
Breakfast in hotel and trip on one’s own to Mérida. 
Free afternoon to visit the Theatre, Amphitheatre and 
Roman Circus, the Aqueduct of San Lázaro, Basilica of 
Santa Eulalia and the Arch of Trajan; in the afternoon, 
trip to Cáceres. Accommodation.

 DAY 5. cáceres 
Breakfast in hotel and tee time at NORBA GOLF Course. 
Lunch and green fee. In the afternoon, we recommend 
visiting Plaza de las Veletas, the Arab Cistern, Plaza 
Mayor and Chapel of La Paz. Accommodation.

 DAY 6. cáceres-ToleDo 
Breakfast in hotel and trip on one’s own to Toledo.
In the afternoon, we recommend visiting the Cathe-
dral, Cristo de la Luz Mosque, Sol Gate and Hospital of 
Santa Cruz. Accommodation.

 DAY 7. ToleDo-cuencA
Breakfast in hotel. Tee time at Layos Golf Course. 
Lunch and green fee. 

Trip to Cuenca, arrival and accommodation.

 DAY 8. cuencA-enD oF TriP
Breakfast in hotel, free time to visit the Cathedral, City 
Hall, Hanging Houses and Mangana Tower.

Trip on one’s own to Madrid Barajas Airport, vehicle 
drop-off and end of journey. 

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES 

FLy & DRIVE

FROM 760 € / PERSON in Double Room
428 € / PERSONA / PERSON / Single Room Supplement
* THE PRICE INCLUDES:

- Group F car rental.
- Local tax.
- Partial exemption of responsibility for damage to vehicle (CDW).
- Passenger insurance (PAI).
- Partial deductible for theft or loss of vehicle (TP).
- Airport/train charges.
- Unlimited mileage.
- 3 nights in 4* hotel in Salamanca. Bed and breakfast.
- 2 nights in 4* hotel in Cáceres. Bed and breakfast.
- 1 night in 4* hotel in Toledo. Bed and breakfast.
- 1 night in 4* hotel in Cuenca. Bed and breakfast.
- 3 Green fees + 3 lunches with wine and water included (Salamanca, Cáceres and Toledo).
- Travel Insurance.

EXTENSION  
IBIzA 

FROM 333 € / PERSON in Double Room
38 € / PERSON / Night extra in Single Room
85 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement
* THE PRICE INCLUDES:

- Scheduled flight to Ibiza.
- Airport-hotel transfers at arrival and departure.
- 2-night stay in 4* hotel, dinner and breakfast.

EXTENSION  
LA LAGUNA 

FROM 380 € / PERSON in Double Room
47 € / PERSON / Night extra in Single Room
95 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement
* THE PRICE INCLUDES:

- Scheduled flight to NORTH TENERIFE.
- Airport-hotel transfers at arrival and departure.
- 2-night stay in 4* hotel, dinner and breakfast.

CONDITIONS Viajes Salamanca reserves the right to modify the itinerary or golf courses according  
to availability.

DATE Prices valid until December 31, 2013.

9
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7

Plaza Mayor, 24. 37002 salamanca
Tel: +34 923 211 414. FAX: +34 923 262 047
jjmarco10@viajessalamanca.com

Golf in World Heritage Cities
Salamanca  Mérida  Cáceres  Toledo  Cuenca 
 Ibiza or La Laguna Extension

35FLy & DRIVE 34 FLy & DRIVE VIAJES SALAMANCA specialises in organising corporative events, meetings and exclusive incentive trips related to 
Salamanca and Castile-León. It organises business meetings in historic buildings, wineries, museums and luxury ho-
tels. Golf Tournaments, Wild Bull Safari, tastings and cuisine courses. Tourist routes around Salamanca and the region.

CLICK2TRAVEL is a leading business in the market of Internet hotel reservations, with more than 10,000 hotels all 
over the world.

7
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Salamanca  Ávila  
 Santiago de Compostela

Tel: +34 902 400 020
atencion.cliente@click2travel.com 
www.click2travel.com
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 DAY 1. MADriD-córDoBA
Arrival in Madrid and private transfer to railway sta-
tion to get high speed train to Córdoba. On arrival our 
local team will accompany you to the hotel. Overnight.

 DAY 2. córDoBA
Breakfast and start of your private walking tour Córdoba, 
including entrance in Cathedral / Mosque. Afternoon is 
free for you to discover the narrow streets of the Jewish 
quarter. Afternoon is free for you to enjoy the pleasant flair 
of the city. Overnight.

 DAY 3. córDoBA-sevillA-córDoBA 
In the morning your private car will be waiting for you 
to drive you to Sevilla. Arrival and your private local 
guide will show you around to discover all wonders of 
the capital of Andalucia. Full day in Sevilla before you 
return to Córdoba for overnight.

 DAY 4. córDoBA-MériDA
After breakfast we start our journey with a nice drive 
along the “Via de la plata” (silver way) to discover 

Mérida, old Roman town full of wonders. Arrival and 
city tour with a private local guide, with whom you will 
learn about the Roman remains of Mérida: Theather, 
Amphitheater, Roman Museum… Overnight.

 DAY 5. MériDA-cáceres
Free morning in Mérida before we procees for 
Cáceres, land of Conquerors. 

After a short drive we continue for the center of the 
town, where our local guide will be waiting for us to 
guide us around Cáceres. 

Declared UNESCO heritage in 1986, this city will astonish 
us with its many secrets and wide history. Afternoon 
at your disposal to enjoy the city.

 DAY 6. cáceres-MADriD
Morning we start our journey back to Madrid, with 
an interesting stop in Trujillo to enjoy a pleasant walk 
around the small old town of the city. 

Continue to Madrid and arrival in the afternoon, where 
we will have our private city walking tour including Royal 
Palace visit. In the evening attend a flamenco show, 
also listed in UNESCO Intangible World Heritage.

 DAY 7. MADriD-DePArTure
Breakfast and free time until your private transfer to 
airport. End of our arrangements.

 DAY 1. MADriD-AlcAlá De HenAres
Arrival Madrid and private transfer to your Parador in 
Alcalá de Henares. 

Rest of day is at leisure in the hometown of Cer-
vantes. Overnight.

 DAY 2. AlcAlá De HenAres-segoviA
Breakfast and morning at leisure in Alcalá. Midday our 
private car will drive us to Segovia, where we arrive 
to taste the local dish “suckling pig” at Candido, most 
international resturant of Segovia. Afternoon enjoy a 

private city tour including entrance fees to Cathedral 
and Alcazar. Overnight in Palacio de San Facundo.

 DAY 3. segoviA-sAlAMAncA
Breakfast and drive to Salamanca, whith en route 
stop in La Granja de San Ildefonso, where we will visit 
the Palace, built in 17th century by Philip the 5th. 

Arrive in the afternoon in Salamanca in time for a pri-
vate city tour of this university city. Overnight in hotel 
El Rector.

 DAY 4. sAlAMAncA -ávilA
Morning at leisure in Salamanca to enjoy its secrets. 
Afternoon our private car will drive us to Ávila, where 
we will have a private city tour. Overnight in Parador.

 DAY 5. ávilA-el escoriAl-MADriD
After breakfast return to Madrid and stop in El Escorial, 
Royal site built by our greatest Emperor Philip the 2nd. 
Visit the complex and continue to Madrid. Overnight 
in hotel Atlántico.

 DAY 6. MADriD
Morning city walking tour including Royal Palace visit. 
Afternoon attend a flamenco show, also listed in  
UNESCO Intangible World Heritage. 

 DAY 7. MADriD
Breakfast and free time until your private transfer to 
airport. End of our arrangements.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
2 PAx

Price for 2 persons: 1895 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for 4 persons: 1475 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for 6 persons: 1325 € / PERSON in Double Room

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Accommodation in hotels listed with daily breakfast during 6 nights.
- Private transportation for route indicated in itinerary with English speaking driver  

(Mercedes E class / Audi A6 / Mercedes Viano) as per itinerary.
- Private local guides for visits in Segovia, Salamanca, Ávila and Madrid.
- Entrance fees to Cathedrals in Segovia + Ávila, Alcázar Segovia, Escorial Complex, Madrid 

Royal Palace.
- Flamenco show in Madrid. 
- Travel documents for your stay.
- Round the clock telephone asistance. 

HOTELS ALCALá HENARES: Parador de Turismo 4* 
SEGOVIA: Palacio San Facundo 4* 
SALAMANCA: El Rector 4* 
áVILA: Parador de Turismo 4* 
MADRID: Atlántico 4*

DATE Prices valid from February 15, 2013 to December 31, 2013.

 36 37SPAINTOP your reliable full service travel partner for your Spain discoveries.
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c/ Alcalá 180 Bajo D. 28028 Madrid
Tel: +34 917 261 482. FAX: +34 917 241 338
res@spaintop.com www.spaintop.com

c/ Alcalá 180 Bajo D. 28028 Madrid
Tel: +34 917 261 482. FAX: +34 917 241 338
res@spaintop.com www.spaintop.com

Heritage Discoveries 
of South Spain

Heritage Treasures 
of central Spain

Córdoba  Mérida  Cáceres Alcalá de Henares  Segovia  Salamanca  Ávila

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
2 PAx

Price for 2 persons: 1975 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for 4 persons: 1815 € / PERSON in Double Room
Price for 6 persons: 1625 € / PERSON in Double Room

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Accommodation in hotels listed with daily breakfast during 6 nights.
- Private transportation for route indicated in itinerary with English speaking driver  

(Mercedes E class / Audi A6 / Mercedes Viano) as per itinerary.
- Private local guides for visits in Córdoba, Sevilla, Mérida, Cáceres and Madrid.
- Entrance fees to Cathedrals in Córdoba + Sevilla, Mérida Roman Theatre,  

Madrid Royal Palace. 
- Flamenco show in Madrid. 
- Travel documents for your stay.
- Round the clock telephone asistance. 

HOTELS CÓRDOBA: Las Casas de la Judería 4* 
MéRIDA: Parador de Turismo 4* 
CáCERES: Parador de Turismo 4* 
MADRID: Atlántico 4* 

DATE Prices valid from February 15, 2013 to December 31, 2013.
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 DAY 4. cáceres-sAlAMAncA 
With so many stately homes and palaces crowded 
around Cáceres’ Plaza Mayor and surrounding 
streets, visitors feel as if they had gone back to times 
past. The walled Almohad Arab city features the towers, 
beautiful façades, important coats of arms and curi-
ous windows of the palaces of Los Golfines, Toledo 
Moctezuma, Godoy and Carvajal, among others.

Following the old Roman road called Vía de la Plata, 
we reach the town of Plasencia, which is also walled, 
with narrow streets surrounding a lively Plaza Mayor. 
There are outstanding palaces such as those of 
Mirabel or Carvajal. The most interesting landmark is 
the complex made up of the two Cathedrals, which 
overlap each other. Continuing along the Vía de la 
Plata, we will cross the Sistema Central mountains 
into Castile and León.

To enter Salamanca from the south, we can cross its 
well-preserved Roman bridge. 

Accommodation in Salamanca.

 DAY 5. sAlAMAncA 
Salamanca was and is, above all, a university centre. 
It features unique, historic university buildings from 
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, many of which 
can be visited. The homogeneous mix of students  
and visitors invites walking around its lively streets 
and enjoying the festive atmosphere in the evening. 
Other outstanding monuments include the Plaza 
Mayor, the two Cathedrals (from the Romanesque to 
the baroque periods), the Casa de las Conchas, the 
Convent of San Esteban and the highly interesting 
Museum of Art Nouveau and Art Déco in the modernist 
Casa Lis. Accommodation in Salamanca.

 DAY 6. sAlAMAncA-ávilA-segoviA
The end of our trip brings us to two monumental cities, 
both declared World Heritage. ávila, birthplace of 
famous Spanish mystics and writers such as St. Teresa 
or St. John of the Cross, receives us with its well-
preserved wall, Cathedral, Basilica of San Vicente, 
palaces and mansions (Los Velada, Valderrábanos, 
Núñez Vela, Torreón de los Guzmanes), Carmelite 
Monastery of La Encarnación and the house where St. 
Teresa was born. The cold look of Ávila’s grey granite 
contrasts with the warmer appearance of Segovia’s 
limestone. A walk around its old town, beginning with 
the Roman aqueduct, wandering around the secluded 
squares with their stately palaces and the narrow 
streets in the Jewish Quarter, passing by the elegant 
Gothic cathedral, will bring us to the medieval Alcázar.

Special farewell dinner. Accommodation in Segovia.

 DAY 7. segoviA-MADriD 
Transfer to Madrid Airport.

When, in the year 1085, Alfonso vi  
conquered Toledo, christians were able to 
begin organising what would become, by 
the end of the Middle Ages, the centre 
of a vast empire. The entire region be-
tween the rivers Douro and Tagus would 
become full of cities inhabited by proud 
nobles, an influential church and increas-
ingly more powerful warrior kings. We 
will see their origins, their splendour and 
their connection with America. Thanks to  
this and their high degree of preservation, 
this route features five old towns that have 
been declared World Heritage cities.

 DAY 1. MADriD-ToleDo
Arrival in Madrid and departure for Toledo. 
Accommodation in Toledo.

 DAY 2. ToleDo 
Toledo was once the capital of Spain during the time of 
the Visigoths and it became so again when the Chris-
tians took it back. It is the enclave that best describes 
the religious ups and downs of the Middle Ages.  
From the Visigothic period, when it was the cradle of 
the idea of a united, independent and Catholic Iberian 
Peninsula, passing through the medieval coexistence 
of the three religions (Cristo de la Luz Mosque, Tránsi-

to and Santa María la Blanca Synagogues, Cathedral), 
we come to the controversial Spanish Renaissance 
with the Hospital de Santa Cruz and the figure of El 
Greco. Despite the superimposition of cultures, walking 
around Toledo still evokes this Mediterranean and 
Semitic origin of many Spanish cities. Visit to a dairy 
with tasting of La Mancha cheese and wine. 

Accommodation in Toledo.

 DAY 3. ToleDo-cáceres 
Following the course of the Tagus River, we will come 
to Extremadura and its important mountain sanctuary, 
Guadalupe. Its fort-like monastery, with its outstanding 
cloister, is one of the masterpieces of Mudejar art. Its  
attractiveness resulted in the addition of works of art 
until the 18th century, including one of the best series 
of Zurbarán paintings. It is also worth mentioning 
its narrow streets and the Hospital de San Juan, 
with the adjoining Colegio de Gramática, now a 
Tourism “Parador.” While the name of Guadalupe 
evokes reminiscences of Latin American culture, it 
is nearby Trujillo that best symbolises the discovery 
of America. Around an Arab castle from the 10th-
11th centuries, within the city wall are numerous  
fortified stately homes, whose names speak of the  
Pizarro, Orellano and Zúñiga families. Accommodation 
in Cáceres.

 38 39VERONIA TOURS is an incoming operator with extensive experience in organising services both for groups and indivi-
dual clients. This agency offers a flexible and specialised quality service.

7
6 FROM 642 € c/ Papín, 22 – Bajo. 37007 salamanca

Tel.: +34 923 282 511 FAX: +34 923 282 610
veroniatours@veroniatours.com

Toledo  Cáceres  Salamanca  Ávila  Segovia

Heritage Cities:  
from Castile to Extremadura 

APPROXIMA-
TE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
1 PAx

642 € / PERSON in Double Room / Car occupied by 4 persons
818 € / PERSON in Double Room / Car occupied by 2 persons
254 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- 6 NIGHTS BED and BREAKFAST in 3* and 4* Hotels. 
- 7 days CAR RENTAL: Citroen xsara 1.6 or similar (Fully comprehensive insurance included).
- DOCUMENTATION ON ROUTE.
- TRAVEL INSURANCE.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
Any service not specified in the INCLUDES section.

CONDITIONS Prices not valid during Easter, holiday weekends and festivals. 

Consult dates and supplements.

These prices are subject to availability and possible fluctuations in any of the requested services 
at the time of final booking.

DATE Prices valid until December 31, 2013.  
(Except Easter, National Holidays, congresses). 

HOTELS TOLEDO: Hotel 4* San Juan de los Reyes or similar
CáCERES: Hotel 3* Casa Don Fernando or similar
SALAMANCA: Hotel 4* Artheus Carmelitas or similar /  
SEGOVIA: Hotel 3* Los Linajes or similar.
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GASTRONOMy



 DAY 1. BArcelonA-TArrAgonA
Arrival in Barcelona and transfer in minibus with 
English-speaking driver to Tarragona, the Roman  
Tarraco and the first capital of Hispania Citerior. On 
the way to the hotel, we can enjoy a panoramic view 
of the city.

 DAY 2. TArrAgonA
Meeting with guide for a half-day tour of this interesting 
city. Among other things, we will be able to admire 
the magnificent Wall and visit the Roman ruins, where 
we will learn interesting details about the lifestyle and 
history of the Roman people in this city, and have an 

opportunity to walk around and admire the Roman 
Circus and Amphitheatre. We will also visit the city’s 
Archaeological Museum and Cathedral.

 DAY 3.  
TArrAgonA-Wine-groWing region
Free day on your own.

Optional: Full-day trip to the nearby wine-growing re-
gion of Priorat, with a tour of two wineries and lunch 
at your own expense in the surroundings. Or tour of 
the Cava Codorniu winery, where we will discover how 
“cava” (the Spanish equivalent of champaign) is made.

 DAY 4. TArrAgonA-BArcelonA-iBiZA
Meeting with driver for transfer to Barcelona. On  
arrival, we will enjoy a panoramic view of the city before 
arriving at the airport for a flight to Ibiza.

We will admire the Gothic neighbourhood, Olympic 
facilities and the architect Antoni Gaudí’s most im-
portant architectural projects: La Pedrera, Casa Batlló, 
Basilica of La Sagrada Familia.

Lunch at your own expense in Barcelona. Transfer 
to airport for flight to Ibiza, the larger of the Pitiusas  
(islands of Ibiza and Formentera).

Arrival in Ibiza and transfer to hotel.

 DAY 5. iBiZA
The Phoenicians founded Ibiza as a refuge port for their 
trade ships and, since then, many settlers have left  
their mark down through the ages. We will use half a day, 
accompanied by a guide, to visit the old town known as 
Dalt Vila, located on a promontory facing the port. 

The city offers us an impressive view from the bulwarks 
surrounding the city’s historic district, followed by a 
tour of the cathedral, the old food market and a walk 
around the narrow, winding old town streets. We will 
also visit the necropolis where the Phoenicians and, 
later on, the Carthaginians buried their dead.

 DAY 6. iBiZA
Free time to enjoy, at your own pace, all the island’s 
gems. Recommended visits: Las Salinas Nature Re-
serve, Ruins of Sa Caleta, where the first Punic settle-
ment on the island is located, or charming villages such 
as San Juan, San Miguel or San José.

 DAY 7. iBiZA-BArcelonA
Transfer to airport in time for flight to Barcelona and 
end of services.

 DAY 1. TArrAgonA
Arrival to the Barcelona airport and transfer for  
Tarragona. This city was once one of the most important 
capital cities of the Roman Empire, being in fact one 
of the few Roman cities featuring a circus, a theatre 
and an amphitheatre. Accommodation in Tarragona.

 DAY 2.  
TArrAgonA, culTurAl TreAsure
Start your introduction with this town from visiting 
the so-called Mediterranean balcony. From here you 
can see the remains of an ancient amphitheater, which is 
also known as the main attraction of the Old Town. Near 
the amphitheater is located the church of Santa María 
del Miracle. The church was built in the memory of first 

Christians of Tarragona, who had been executed on 
the stage of the amphitheater. Dinner at a restaurant 
on the fishermen´s district, one of the typical places 
of the city, where you can find the restaurants that 
offer a cuisine based on fresh products of the sea.

 DAY 3. 
TArrAgonA, Wine & gAsTronoMY
After breakfast departure for a full day Priorat wine 
tour. The Priorat is a small and unique wine-growing 
area of black hills where a deep, intense red wine 
recognised for its exquisite quality has been made 
for the last eight centuries. During the day will visit 
together with the wine experts the vineyards and the 

cellar. Afterwards will continue with wine tasting and 
a special lunch with wines from the D.O. Tarragona.

 DAY 4. PeneDés Winecellers - iBiZA
On the way from Tarragona to Barcelona airport we will 
visit the Penedés wine region. We will visit a cellar for 
a complete course about vine-growing, wine-making, 
and wine-tasting. You will also be given aperitif of re-
gional specialities and an explanatory file to complete 
your course. Late afternoon departure to Ibiza by plane.  
Accommodation in Ibiza.

 DAY 5. iBiZA
After breakfast starts the visit accompanied by our 
guide who will narrate to you the history of this lovely 
island. This excursion starts with a guided walk 
around Dalt Vila (High Town), which is Ibiza’s fortress 
city, with walls dating from the 16th century. After the 
tour you have free time to explore Ibiza town at your 
own leisure. Explore the wonderful shops hidden down 
the narrow streets or enjoy a drink on the bustling 
waterfront. Accommodation in Ibiza.

 DAY 6. iBiZA
Day at your leisure.

 DAY 7. iBiZA
Transfer to the airport.

 42 43GASTRONOMy GASTRONOMyVIAJES OLyMPIA is a company with more than 40 years experience organizing and developing a large variety of pro-
gramms aimed at the cultural and business world. Our company is made up of a professional, creative and knowledgeable 
team supported by a solid infraestructure, ready to offer you the best and most atractive programms to be found in Spain.
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APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
20 PAx

719 € / PERSON in Double Room
190 € / PERSON / Single Room Supplement

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Coach for services from/to Tarragona airport including halfday visit 
Tarragona and fullday excursions to Priorat and Penedés.
- Coach for transfer airport Ibiza- Hotel- airport Ibiza.
- Coach for halfday visit Ibiza.
- 6 x overnights buffet breakfast included.
- Local guide in Tarragona 4 hours and Ibiza 4 hours
- Wine Celler Priorat visit witth wine tasting and lunch.
- Wine Celler Penedés visit with wine tasting and lunch.
- Travel organization.Best service by supporting the group from arrival to departure.
- 24 hour emergency telephone number.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Accompanying guide.
- Any other services not specifed in previous section.

HOTELS TARRAGONA: 4* Hotel Tarraco 
IBIzA: 4* Hotel Royal Plaza 

CONDITIONS Prices according to current rates. Prices subject to availability and changes of requested services 
at time of booking.

DATE Prices valid from November 1, 2013 to October 31, 2014.

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
2 PAx

Total Price (minimum 2 pax): 1100 € / PERSON. Package without flights
Total Price (minimum 6 pax):: 840 € / PERSON. Package without flights

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Transport in minibus with a seating capacity of up to 7 pax.
- Spanish- and English-speaking local guides during visits indicated in itinerary.
- All tickets during visits mentioned in itinerary.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- All meals except breakfast.
- Peninsula-Ibiza-Peninsula flights.
- Optional trips (bookings on request, in which case payment must be made).
- Extra visits not mentioned in itinerary.
- Accompanying person during trip.
- Individual supplement.
- There is the possibility of making the trip in a rental car, which the client may drive;  

on request, in which case payment must be made.

HOTELS TARRAGONA: Hotel Ciutat de Tarragona 4* or similar
IBIzA: Ibiza Gran Hotel 5* or similar
Prices of both hotels are based on Bed and Breakfast.

DATE Prices valid from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013.

Tarragona  Ibiza

Ideas for savouring a country:  
The mediterranean flavour 

Puerta del sol, 14, 2ªPlanta
Tel: +34 915 224 501. ext. 3. FAX: +34 915 234 418
santos@olympiamad.com www.viajesolympiamadrid.com
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Tel: +34 902 400 020
atencion.cliente@click2travel.com 
www.click2travel.com

Tarragona  
 Ibiza

CLICK2TRAVEL is a leading business in the market of Internet hotel reservations, with more than 10,000 hotels all 
over the world.



GOLF



 DAY 1. ávilA-sAlAMAncA
Pickup at meeting point and trip to ávila, panoramic 
tour of monuments, including the Cathedral, Convent 
of Santa Teresa and Wall accompanied by a local guide. 

Lunch at one’s own expense. In the afternoon, trip to 
Salamanca. Dinner and accommodation.

 DAY 2. sAlAMAncA
Breakfast in hotel. In the morning we will enjoy a 
guided tour of the old town, Cathedrals, University, 
La Casa de las Conchas, Clerecía, the Palace of 
Monterrey and Plaza Mayor. Transfer to VILLAMAYOR 
GOLF Course. Lunch and green fee, transfer to hotel, 
dinner and accommodation.

 DAY 3. sAlAMAncA-MériDA-cáceres
Breakfast in hotel and transfer to Mérida. On arrival, 
panoramic tour accompanied by a local guide, includ-
ing the Theatre, Amphitheatre and Roman Circus, the 
Aqueduct of San Lázaro, Basilica of Santa Eulalia and 
the Arch of Trajan. In the afternoon, trip to Cáceres.

Dinner and accommodation.

 DAY 4. cáceres
Breakfast in hotel and guided tour, visiting Plaza de las 
Veletas, the Arab Cistern, Plaza Mayor and the Chapel 
of La Paz. Transfer to NORBA GOLF Course. 

Lunch and green fee, transfer back to hotel. Dinner 
and accommodation.

 DAY 5. cáceres-ToleDo
Breakfast in hotel and trip to Toledo. Lunch at one’s 
own expense. 

In the afternoon, guided tour including the Cathedral, 
Cristo de la Luz Mosque, Sol Gate and Hospital of 
Santa Cruz. Dinner and accommodation.

 DAY 6. ToleDo-cuencA
Breakfast in hotel. Transfer to Layos Golf Course. Lunch 
and green fee. 

Trip to Cuenca, arrival and accommodation. Dinner 
and accommodation.

 DAY 7. cuencA-enD oF TriP
Breakfast in hotel, tour of the Cathedral, City Hall, 
Hanging Houses and Mangana Tower.

Transfer to meeting point. End of journey.

47GOLF

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
10 PAx

HOTEL 3* HOTEL 4*

855 € / minimum 10 PAX 903 € / minimum 10 PAX 

760 € / minimum 17 PAX 855 € / minimum 17 PAX 

713 € / minimum 35 PAX 808 € / minimum 35 PAX

665 € / minimum 55 PAX 760 € / minimum 55 PAX

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Bus transport, with accompanying guide.
- 6 nights in double rooms.
- 6 days Half Board (dinner and breakfast).
- 3 green fees + 3 lunches at golf course with water and wine.
- 6 guided tours according to programme.
- Travel Insurance.

** possibility of tourist and accompanying guides in other languages.

CONDITIONS Viajes Salamanca reserves the right to modify the itinerary or golf courses according  
to availability.

DATE Prices valid until December 31, 2013.

7
6 FROM 665 €

 46 GOLF VIAJES SALAMANCA specialises in organising corporative events, meetings and exclusive incentive trips related to 
Salamanca and Castile-León. It organises business meetings in historic buildings, wineries, museums and luxury ho-
tels. Golf Tournaments, Wild Bull Safari, tastings and cuisine courses. Tourist routes around Salamanca and the region.

Plaza Mayor, 24. 37002 salamanca
Tel: +34 923 211 414. FAX: +34 923 262 047
jjmarco10@viajessalamanca.com

Special circuit for groups  
Golf and Heritage
Ávila  Salamanca  Mérida  Cáceres  Toledo  Cuenca



PARADORES
Closely following history, while forming part 
of it, Paradores are a starting point for a 
tour of the culture, art and tradition of the 
different peoples that lived here and left a 
lasting impression in all of Spain’s World 
Heritage Cities.



 DAY 1.  
sevillA AirPorT-córDoBA (137 kM.)
Arrival at Sevilla Airport, where we will be met by our 
coach for the entire trip. According to time of flight, 
possibility of a panoramic tour of Sevilla. 

Departure towards Córdoba with a stop in Carmona, 
for a small tour of this historic town.

Accommodation and dinner in Córdoba’s “Parador.” 

 DAY 2. córDoBA-MériDA (220 kM.)
Breakfast and departure to meet up with guide and 
enjoy an official half-day tour of Jewish Córdoba. 

Today, Córdoba is a monumental city, declared World 
Heritage in 1994. It is mainly known for its Mosque, a 
unique building that reflects the splendour of the Ca-
liphate. However, we should not overlook the Cathe-
dral, Jewish Quarter, courtyards and so many other 
places and delights to be found in what is undoubted-
ly one of Spain’s most beautiful and interesting cities. 

Lunch and, in the afternoon, free time: we recommend 
visiting Roman Córdoba: Roman Bridge, Roman 
Theatre, Roman Temple...

Departure in coach towards Mérida. Accommodation 
and dinner in Mérida’s “Parador.” 

 DAY 3. MériDA-cáceres (69 kM.)
Breakfast and departure to visit Mérida. The city was 
founded in 25 BC under the name of Emerita Augusta by 
Octavius Augustus. We will tour the main sights of this 

outstanding Roman city: the Roman theatre, circus and 
amphitheatre. In view of these circumstances, Mérida’s 
Archaeological Ensemble was declared World Heritage 
by UNESCO in December 1993. 

Lunch and coach trip to Cáceres.

In Cáceres, we will visit this beautiful city’s most em-
blematic attractions: Ermita de San Antonio, Plaza 
Mayor, Casa de las Veletas... 

Cáceres is a very attractive city, with a well-preserved 
unique old town, which led to its being declared a World 
Heritage City.

Accommodation and dinner in Cáceres’ “Parador.”

 DAY 4. cáceres-ávilA (236 kM.)
Breakfast and departure towards Ávila, one of Castile 
and León’s oldest cities. 

Arrival in Ávila and free time to begin exploring the city 
and have lunch. In the afternoon, we will visit the city’s 
most emblematic attractions, such as its wall, Basilica 
of San Vicente, Cathedral...

Accommodation and dinner in Ávila’s “Parador.”

 DAY 5. ávilA-segoviA (65 kM.)
Breakfast and departure towards Segovia. Segovia’s 
cityscape is dominated by the Aqueduct; the city’s 
stone beauty stands out in its old town protected by 
walls and fortified towers. 

Tour of the main sights, such as the Roman Aqueduct, 
Gothic Cathedral and Alcázar. 

Lunch and free afternoon to continue enjoying this  
historic city’s streets and buildings.

Accommodation and dinner in Segovia’s “Parador.” 

 DAY 6. segoviA-sAlAMAncA (153 kM.)
Breakfast and departure towards Salamanca. 

Salamanca has two cathedrals, 23 monumental 
churches, 5 convents, 12 monumental houses, 5 historic 
university colleges and 9 palaces. 

The Plaza Mayor is surprising; the square has always 
been Salamanca’s living room. Residents, tourists and 
students use it every day for walking, meeting, chatting, 
resting, leisure and reading. Arrival at the “Parador 
de Salamanca” and rest of the morning free to begin 
exploring this university city. Lunch. 

In the afternoon, half-day guided tour of the city’s main 
attractions: the two Cathedrals, University, Casa de las 
Conchas and Plaza Mayor.

Accommodation and dinner in Salamanca’s “Parador.”

 DAY 7. 
sAlAMAncA-sAnTiAgo (420 kM.)
Breakfast and departure towards Santiago de Com-
postela. Lunch on the way (Villafranca del Bierzo), 
where we will sample typical dishes from the  
Bierzo region.

Arrival in Santiago de Compostela to check into one 
of the world’s oldest hotels, the “Parador de los Reyes 
Católicos.” Free evening to begin exploring the city 
and its streets full of culture and monumental riches. 

Accommodation and dinner in Santiago’s “Parador.”

 DAY 8. sAnTiAgo De coMPosTelA
Breakfast in the “Parador” and half-day guided tour of 
the Cathedral (“Pórtico de la Gloria, the Apostle’s Tomb, 
“Santo dos Croques”) and surrounding squares: 
Obradoiro, Platerías, Quintana e Inmaculada.

Galician lunch in an old-town restaurant and free  
afternoon. A stroll around this pilgrimage city’s stone-
paved streets will be an unforgettable experience for 
all visitors.

Accommodation and dinner in Santiago’s “Parador.”

 DAY 9. 
sAnTiAgo-AirPorT TrAnsFer
Breakfast and transfer to Santiago de Compostela Air-
port. Depending on time of flight, possibility of visiting 
the Mercado de Abastos (food market).

End of our services.

 50 51PARADORES PARADORESCOSTAS GALICIA is a tour operator belonging to the Spanish tourist group Mas Costas, which is based in Sanxenxo 
(Galicia). From here we work with a large number of national and international tourist companies, organising indi-
vidual and group trips around Spain and Portugal.
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8 FROM 1162 € Poligono industrial A Pedreira, 38. 36968 Xil - Meaño. Pontevedra

Tel: +34 986 727 841. FAX: +34 986 727 995
internacional@costasgalicia.com

Discovering World Heritage Cities 
from south to north in “Paradores”
Córdoba  Mérida  Cáceres  Ávila  Segovia  Salamanca  Santiago de Compostela

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
25 PAx

No. of PAX PRICE PER PAX IN DOBLE ROOM 

25
35
45

1298 €
1210 €
1162 €

* Single Supplement: 360 €
* Net prices per person in double room. Taxes included.

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- 8 nights halfboard in “Paradores” throughout the circuit.
- Luxury coach.
- Accompanying guide throughout itinerary (in German, English, Italian or French).
- Official guide for tours of: Córdoba, Salamana and Santiago.
- Lunch in Villafranca del Bierzo, including drinks (day 7).
- Lunch in Santiago de Compostela, including drinks (day 8).
- Half-board accommodation in hotels.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- All tickets for the different monuments during the tour.
- Drinks with dinner.

HOTELS Parador de Córdoba 4* 
Parador de Mérida 4* 
Parador de Cáceres 4* 
Parador de ávila 4* 
Parador de Segovia 4* 
Parador de Salamanca 4*
Parador de Santiago de Compostela 5* Gl

CONDITIONS These prices are subject to availability at time of request and possible changes in any requested 
service at time of final booking.

Prices not valid during special dates, such as fairs or congresses. 

DATE Prices valid from May 1, 2013 to October 31, 2013.



tic and cultural legacy make Toledo one of the most 
singular cities in Europe. This legacy is found behind 
the city wall in the form of churches, palaces, forts, 
mosques, synagogues… This great diversity of artis-
tic styles makes the old town a museum, resulting in 
its declaration as World Heritage by UNESCO. Check 
into the “Parador.”

Located on the hill called Cerro del Emperador, beside 
a meander in the Tagus River, the “Parador” features a 
matchless panoramic view of Toledo’s monumental 
profile, with its highly prized gems, such as the Cathe-
dral, Alcázar (fort) and Synagogues. The “Parador” also 
offers the possibility of enjoying its refreshing swim-
ming pool and programming outdoor activities. Its bed-
rooms, lounges, terrace and swimming pool feature 
beautiful views of the Imperial City, while the interior 
stands out because of its spaciousness and luxury fa-
cilities. Accommodation in the “Parador” (Toledo).

 DAY 7. ToleDo 
Enjoy a half-day guided walking tour of Toledo.  
Toledo is also known as the “city of the three cultures,” 
since Christians, Muslims and Jews lived here to-
gether for centuries. The city still has two magnificent 
Synagogues, a thousand-year-old Mosque and many 
churches, some of which house treasures such as El 
Greco’s painting “The Burial of the Count of Orgaz” in 
the Church of Santo Tomé.

We recommend exploring on your own the country-
side around Toledo in the afternoon. The Toledo area 
is famous for the quality of its leather goods.

Made for Spain will tell you how to get to the village 
with the best artisans, so that you can visit it on your 
own. Accommodation in the “Parador” (Toledo).

 DAY 8. ToleDo-MADriD 
Check out from “Parador.” Trip by car to the airport. 
Drop off car at the airport. 

End of Made for Spain services.

 DAY 1. MADriD-segoviA
Arrival in Madrid. Start of car rental. Trip by car to Sego-
via (approximately 60 minutes). Check into the “Parador.” 
This is a modern “Parador” that features the best views 
of Segovia. The rooms are large and comfortable, with 
wonderful views of the city, the same as the dining 
room and outdoor swimming pool. The spacious lobby 
is used to exhibit paintings and modern designs, in 
stark contrast to the simple and rounded design of the 
heated swimming pool.

Accommodation in “Parador” (Segovia).

 DAY 2. segoviA
Enjoy a half-day guided walking tour of Segovia. 

Walking around the streets of Segovia is a pleasure for 
lovers of Spanish history. Segovia’s old town and 
Roman Aqueduct were declared World Heritage by  
UNESCO. The Aqueduct was probably built between the 
end of the 1st century and beginning of the 2nd century, 
when Vespasian and Trajan were emperors. The 
Gothic Cathedral was built in 1525 during the reign 
of Emperor Carlos V. Segovia’s Alcázar (fort) dates 
from Roman times, although the first documented 
record is from the 12th century. Enjoy the rest of the 
day at your leisure.

Accommodation in the “Parador” (Segovia).

 DAY 3. segoviA-ávilA-segoviA
Trip by car to ávila. Enjoy a guided tour of ávila. 
ávila’s wall hides a series of Renaissance churches 
and palaces of incalculable value: silent witnesses  
to the city’s splendour when it was a textile power. 
As the city where St. Teresa was born, it features 
several religious buildings related to the mystic’s life. 
Return at your own leisure.

Accommodation in the “Parador” (Segovia).

 DAY 4. segoviA-córDoBA 
Check out from “Parador.” Trip by car to Córdoba.
You will pass through the magnificent region of La 
Mancha. This is the land of Don Quixote and “man-
chego” cheese. We recommend enjoying a meal in 
Almagro’s magnificent “Parador.” Arrival in Córdoba.

Córdoba’s old town was declared World Heritage by 
UNESCO in 1994. In the 10th century, during the reign of 
Abd-ar-Rahman III, the medina of Córdoba had a thou-
sand mosques, eight hundred public baths and a highly 
advanced system of public lighting. Its urban layout 
rivalled the monuments of Constantinople, Damascus 
and Baghdad. Check into Córdoba’s “Parador.”

Built on the ruins of Abd-ar-Rahman I’s summer palace, 
on a hill surrounded by vegetation at the foot of the 
Córdoba mountains, the Hotel features exceptional 
panoramic views of the city of the caliphs. The interior 
spaces are elegant and very bright, with large lounges 
and spacious bedrooms.

Accommodation in the “Parador” (Córdoba). 

 DAY 5. córDoBA 
Enjoy a half-day guided walking tour of Córdoba. Cór-
doba’s old town still reflects the ancient splendour of 
the 10th-century Caliphate of Córdoba, which made this 
city one of the most cultured and refined in medieval 
Europe. The Synagogue is located in the old Jewish 
Quarter, which is now a complex network of Anda-
lusian-style alleys. The Cathedral-Mosque is one of 
the most beautiful examples of Islamic art in Europe. 

The Alcázar de los Reyes Cristianos was the Catholic  
Monarchs’ home in Córdoba. Accommodation in the 
“Parador” (Córdoba).

 DAY 6. córDoBA-cuencA-ToleDo
Check out from “Parador.” Drive to Cuenca and 
explore the city on your own. The old town rises 
up from the rocky faces in the canyon in the heart 
of the Cuenca mountains. The Cathedral, Hanging 
Houses and cobbled streets captivate even the 
most experienced travellers.

We recommend enjoying a meal in the “Parador,” 
housed in a former Dominican convent. Here you can 
savour the region’s most traditional recipes.

Trip by car to Toledo. Toledo is one of Spain’s most 
charming cities. The treasures of its impressive artis-

 52 53PARADORES PARADORESMADE FOR SPAIN is a Spanish reception agency specialising in private and customised trips for travellers interested 
in exploring our culture and enjoying our lifestyle. Its sales are mainly targeted at travellers from the USA, but also 
from Australia, Canada, Mexico, Brazil and Latin America.
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7 FROM 1495 € Antonio Flores, 4 - 1ºD. 28004 Madrid

Tel: +34 91 448 7275. FAX: +34 91 448 4581 
info@madeforspain.com

The Ultimate Travel Experience in Spain 
Sample itinerary designed specifically for World Heritage Cities

Segovia  Ávila  Córdoba  Cuenca  Toledo

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

From 1495 € / PERSON

* Hotel accommodation includes, if contracted through Made for Spain, breakfast, services and 
taxes. Double bed may not be confirmed until arrival of guests at hotel.

* THE PRICE INCLUDES:
- Vip treatment.
- Personalised itinerary.
- Reading information: Spain by Made for Spain. 
- City maps in the case of car rental service.
- The collection of spanish wines recommended by made for spain.
- Restaurant booking on request.
- Welcome-letter fax with updated data.
- 24-Hour co-ordination and support / assistance during your trip.

* Possibility of renting a mobile phone to have a local number and receive calls free of charge, 
and make international calls at a good price. You can therefore make communication easier and 
cheaper during your stay in Spain, avoiding expensive roaming charges when using your mobile 
phone from the USA abroad. Free drop-off in hotel.

INCLUDED
SERVICES

- Day 1. MADRID - SEGOVIA 
Arrival in Madrid Airport; Start of car rental (mid-size, automatic, AC and unlimited mileage; 
Trip by car to Segovia (1 hour and 45 minutes); Check into Segovia’s “Parador”; Free afternoon; 
Dinner at time of your choice; Accommodation in Segovia: “Parador de Segovia.”
- Day 2. SEGOVIA 
10 am - 1 pm Guided walking tour of Segovia; Visit to the Cathedral, Alcázar, Roman Aqueduct 
and old Jewish Quarter; Expert local guide (10 am - 1.30 pm); Tickets to monuments; Lunch at 
time of your choice; Free afternoon; Dinner at time of your choice; Accommodation in Segovia: 
“Parador de Segovia.”
- Day 3. SEGOVIA - áVILA - SEGOVIA 
Trip by car to Ávila (45 minutes); 10.30 am - 1 pm Guided walking tour of Ávila; Visit to the 
Cathedral, Roman Wall, Church of San Vicente and old town; Expert local guide (10.30 am -  
1 pm); Tickets to monuments; 1 pm Free time for lunch and walking around city on your own; 
3 pm Trip by car to Segovia; Free afternoon; Dinner at time of your choice; Accommodation in 
Segovia: “Parador de Segovia.”
- Day 4. SEGOVIA - CÓRDOBA 
Check-out from Parador; 10 am Trip by car to Almagro (3.5 hours); 1.30 pm Enjoy lunch in  
Almagro (price of lunch not included); 3 pm Continue on to Córdoba (2.5 hours); 5.30 pm 
Arrival in Córdoba; Check into “Parador”; Dinner at time of your choice; Accommodation in 
Córdoba: “Parador de Córdoba.”
- Day 5. CÓRDOBA 
10 am - 1.30 pm Guided walking tour of Córdoba; Visit to the Mosque, Cathedral, Synagogue, 
Casa de Sefarad, Casa de la Memoria and old town; Expert local guide (10 am - 1.30 pm); 
Tickets to monuments; Free afternoon; Dinner at the time of your choice; Accommodation in 
Córdoba: “Parador de Córdoba.” 
- Day 6. CÓRDOBA - CUENCA - TOLEDO 
Check out from “Parador”; 9 am Trip by car to Cuenca (5 hours); 2 pm Arrival in Cuenca; Explore 
the city on your own; 5 pm Continue on to Toledo (2 hours); 7 pm Arrival in Toledo; Check into the 
“Parador”; Dinner at time of your choice; Accommodation in Toledo: “Parador de Toledo.” 
- Day 7. TOLEDO 
10 am - 1.30 pm Guided tour of Toledo; Visit to the Cathedral, Jewish Quarter, Synagogue of 
Santa María la Blanca and Church of Santo Tomé; Expert local guide (10 am - 1.30 pm); Tickets 
to monuments; 1.30 pm Free time for lunch and walking about the city on your own; Free 
afternoon; Dinner at time of your choice; Accommodation in Toledo: “Parador de Toledo.” 
- Day 8. TOLEDO - MADRID - DEPARTURE 
Check out from Parador. Trip by car to Madrid Airport (1 hour and 30 minutes); Drop rented car 
off; Departure. Please leave Toledo at least 4 to 5 hours before the time of your flight.

HOTELS TOURISM “PARADORES”.

CONDITIONS Please take into account that this quote is merely informative, since all services have to be 
confirmed at time of booking. Availability and prices cannot be guaranteed until time of booking. 
Quoted prices cannot be frozen.

DATE Prices valid until December 2013.



 DAY 1. PArADor De cuencA 
Recommendations: The magical city of Cuenca 
awaits you, with its Hanging Houses (Casas Col-
gadas), cathedral, San Miguel Church, San Pedro 
Church, Descalzas Convent and San Nicolás, among 
other monuments. Discover the beauty of the nearby 
Enchanted City (Ciudad Encantada), where stone 
comes to life. The Museum of Abstract Art opens its 
doors to art lovers. And for the curious of mind, what 
better spots than the Castile-La Mancha Museum of 
Sciences and the provincial archeological museum.

 DAY 2. PArADor De AlcAlá
Recommendations: The birthplace of Cervantes, 
a town of lovely streets, palaces, convents and  
monasteries, and civil architecture. Alcalá invites you 
to discover its university (founded in 1499 by Cardi-
nal Cisneros), Cervantes Square, the ruins of Santa 
María de la Mayor, the college streets of Sta. Úrsula 
and Escritorios, the masterful Stos. Justo y Pastor Ca-
thedral, and more. Nor should you miss a walk along 
bustling Mayor Street, where you will find the house 
in which Cervantes was born.

 DAY 3. PArADor De segoviA 
Recommendations: Every corner and street of Se-
govia will surprise you. Its buildings speak of times 
long past, as remote as its aqueduct, which recalls 
the power of Rome. The cathedral and Alcázar, or for-
tress/palace, evoke a magnificent past, while churches 
such as San Esteban, San Justo, San Martín and San 
Millán transport us to the Middle Ages, the Renais-
sance and the Baroque period. Nearby must-sees 
include the Royal Palace of La Granja de San Ildefonso 
(18th-century palace and gardens), and Riofrío Palace.

 DAYs 4 & 5. PArADor De ávilA 
Recommendations: Its walls shelter an incredible 
wealth of heritage. The Alcázar and San Vicente 
gates are lovely. Of special note are the fortified San 
Salvador Cathedral (begun in the 11th century) and 
its museum, Santa Teresa Convent (17th-century), 
the palaces of the Nuñez Vela, Almarzara, and Ochoa 
Aguirre families, and the Archbishop’s Palace, among 
others. Ávila is a city filled with history, on every 
street, in every square, in every corner, every moment 
you explore it.

 DAYs 6 & 7. PArADor De sAlAMAncA 
Recommendations: Walk towards the center of the 
baroque 18th-century Main Square (Plaza Mayor) and 
open yours eyes. Allow yourself to be seduced by its 
beauty and harmony. This is the heart of the city. From 
here you can start your journey through Salamanca 
and discover its many monuments, including the 15th-
century House of Shells (Casa de las Conchas), Old 
Cathedral (13th-century), New Cathedral (16th to 18th-
century) and the university (16th-century).

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

From 428 € / PERSON in a Standard Double Room (Room, tax and breakfast included)
From 638 € / PERSON in a Standard Double Room (Room, tax, breakfast and dinner included)

HOTELS Parador de Cuenca, Parador de Alcalá de Henares, Parador de Segovia, Parador de ávila and 
Parador de Salamanca.

CONDITIONS Starting on Sunday and finishing on Sunday.
Dates of the stay and establishments may not be changed or modified en route.
The trail and rates are not valid for groups.
Credit card required for booking guarantee.
Cancellations made less than 48 hours before arrival will carry a cancellation fee of the first night 
stay on the trail.
Cancellations made en route will have no reimbursement of the price paid. 
No-shows: No-show on the first trail day will lead to cancellation of the entire trail with the first 
night stay being charged as cancellation fee. Taxes not included. 
Once en route, failure to check-in at any Parador on the trail without prior notice leads to automatic 
cancellation at that Parador as well as the others on the trail.

DATE This route is valid for visits starting January 6-March, 17 (inclusive) and March, 31 - July, 21,  
August, 25- November, 24; and December, 8-22 (dates inclusive), 2013. Except visits starting 
March, 17th, and May, 12. 

 54 55PETRABAX is a full service travel organization specializing in the Iberian Peninsula. We offer quality escorted tours 
and independent travel services: hotels, local services, rental cars, rail tickets and more. 

VIAJES EL CORTE INGLéS is the sector’s leading Travel Agency. With its own wholesaler and sales network. More 
than 900 agencies throughout Spain, Portugal, Mexico, Argentina, Chile, USA, France, Italy.
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37-18 northern Boulevard, suite 412, long island city, nY 11101 
22960 calvert street, Woodland Hills, cA 91367
Tel: 800.634.1188 / nY 718.879.7272 / cA 818.884.1984
FAX: nY 718.275.3943 / lA 818.884.4075 info@petrabax.com

The World Heritage  
Cities Route
Cuenca  Alcalá de Henares  Segovia  Ávila  Salamanca

PARADORES PARADORES
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Avda. cantabria, 51. 28042 Madrid 
Tel: +34 902 400 454 
ventatelefonica@viajeseci.es www.viajeselcorteingles.es 

Routes featuring World  
Heritage Cities with “Paradores” 
Salamanca  Segovia  Alcalá de Henares (3 NIGHTS ROUTE)
Cuenca  Alcalá de Henares  Segovia  Ávila  Salamanca (7 NIGHTS ROUTE)

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
1 PAx

3 NIGHTS ROUTE 7 NIGHTS ROUTE

168 € for BB
255 € for HB

408 € for BB 
611 € for HB

* Prices per person in double room.

Route programmes organised by “Paradores de Turismo.” They all begin on Sunday, with the choice 
of bed and breakfast or half-board. Transfers or tours at destination not included.

* THE PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE:
- Trips, transfers or tours at destination.

HOTELS Parador de Salamanca 4*
Parador de Segovia 4*
Parador de Alcalá de Henares 4*
Parador de Cuenca 4*
Parador de ávila 4*

CONDITIONS Client should book with travel agency. Date or establishments cannot be changed. Attached doc and 
agency will detail cancellation expenses if client does not go ahead with trip.

DATE Prices valid until December 30, 2012.



TRAIN + HOTEL
RENFE takes you on a discovery of World 
Heritage Cities of Spain, enjoying the 
advantages of comfort, convenience and 
speed provided by its train rides.



2
1 FROM 66 €

 58 59VIAJES EL CORTE INGLéS is the sector’s leading Travel Agency. With its own wholesaler and sales network. More 
than 900 agencies throughout Spain, Portugal, Mexico, Argentina, Chile, USA, France, Italy.

Avda. cantabria, 51. 28042 Madrid 
Tel: +34 902 400 454 
ventatelefonica@viajeseci.es www.viajeselcorteingles.es 

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
1 PAx 

RetuRn fRom type of tRain BoaRd pRiCe

ALCALá DE HENARES | PARADOR DE ALCALá DE HENARES 4*

Zaragoza Estrella B from 80 €

áVILA | PARADOR DE áVILA 4*

Madrid M/D B from 90 €

CáCERES | PARADOR DE CáCERES 4*

Madrid Regional B from 120 €

CÓRDOBA | HOTEL CÓRDOBA CENTER 4*

Zaragoza AVE BB from 145 €
Madrid AVE BB from 82 €
Cádiz ALVIA BB from 79 €

CÓRDOBA | HOTEL MACIá ALFAROS INSIGNIA 4*

Zaragoza AVE BB from 150 €
Ciudad Real AVE BB from 115 €

Cádiz ALVIA BB from 84 €
CÓRDOBA | HOTEL SERCOTEL SELU 3*

Barcelona AVE BB from 186 €
Lleida AVE BB from 158 €

Málaga AVE BB from 87 €

CUENCA | AC HOTEL CUENCA 4*

Madrid AVE BB from 92 €
Valencia AVE BB from 86 €

MéRIDA | PARADOR DE MéRIDA 4*

Madrid AVE B from 130 €

SALAMANCA | HOTEL ABBA FONSECA 4* S

Valladolid MD BB from 69 €

SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA | HOTEL HESPERIA GELMÍREz 3*

Madrid TALGO BB from 90 €

SEGOVIA | HOTEL SERCOTEL INFANTA ISABEL 3*

Oviedo Alvia BB from 107 €
Bilbao Alvia BB from 96 €
Madrid Avant BB from 66 €

TARRAGONA | HOTEL SERCOTEL URBIS CENTRE 3*

Sevilla AVE BB from 167 €
Madrid AVE BB from 122 €
Bilbao Alvia BB from 94 €

TOLEDO | HOTEL HESPERIA TOLEDO 4*

Madrid AVANT BB from 68 €

Train + Hotel
Alcalá de Henares  Ávila  Cáceres  Córdoba  Cuenca  Mérida  
Salamanca  Santiago de Compostela  Segovia  Tarragona  Toledo

CONDITIONS Return packages to World Heritage Cities. Minimum stay of 1 night, possibility of many more. 
Includes return train tickets in tourist class. Client may request origin. Transfers not included. 

* Price per person and night in double room.

Return train tickets from indicated origin included. See prices from other origins, in other catego-
ries and extra hotel nights.
REQUEST “TREN + HOTEL 2013” BROCHURE from your Viajes El Corte Inglés agency, where you 
will find exclusive programmes.

B: Bed  
BB: Bed and Breakfast.

DATE Prices valid until December 30, 2013.
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WELLNESS



 DAY 1. BArcelonA-TArrAgonA
Arrival to Barcelona airport. Transfer and check in at 
AC Tarragona hotel. Lunch at leisure.

Transfer to Spa Resort Termes de Montbrió 4*.

The “Best Resort in Europe”. Immersed in a mag-
nificent 4 hectares botanical garden with centennial 

species. Its waters are classified as hyper thermal, 
rich ions, bicarbonate, sulphate, chloride, sodium, 
calcium, magnesium, lithium and potassium, and are 
particularly suitable for chronic rheumatic, derma-
tological and respiratory processes, as well as anti-
stress therapies and of thinning.

Afternoon health-care program: Access to the 
aquatonic circuit, hydro massage space that features 
relaxing and stimulating massages. Surrounded by 
botanical gardens of centuries-old plants and sculp-
tures, is the jewel of the complex: the aquatonic is 
a unique thermal area in the province of Tarragona.

Dinner at restaurant in the thermal centre, with a 
menu prepared with a wide variety of seasonal dishes 
based on local products where quality prevails.  
Accommodation at AC Tarragona hotel.

 DAY 2. TArrAgonA
Breakfast and guided visit to the archaeological city 
of Tarragona. City located in the south of Catalonia 
on the north-east of Spain. Have a pleasant walk and 
discover with us the most emblematic buildings of 
Roman Tarraco, which, in the year 2000, deserved the 
distinction of being included in the world heritage list 
by the UNESCO. The visit of those monuments pro-
vides a better understanding of the roman society, as 
well as the relationship that was established between 
them. Lunch at leisure.

Cultural afternoon to discover on a sightseeing the 
modernist architecture of Reus and tasting its tradi-
tional vermouth. There is historical traditional in the 
area of Tarragona of production of vermouth. Probably 
the best known is Martini, but, in our country when 

visiting a tavern or a local bar, vermouth offered is 
produced in the area of Tarragona and Reus.

Dinner at leisure. Return and overnight in Tarragona.

  DAY 3. TArrAgonA-BArcelonA-iBiZA 
Transfer from Ibiza airport to hotel 4*.

Cultural guided sightseeing. The walled enclosure of 
Dalt Vila has five entrance gates. The main one, located 
in front of the Marina quarter, is reached by going up a 

sloping road that passes by a drawbridge, called Portal 
de Ses Taules, which is flanked by two roman statues. 

On this island you will also find a unique atmosphere, 
where fun has no.1 priority. This liveliness is reflected 
in the island’s cultural agenda and night life. The Ibiza 
night is famous the world over. 

Besides its fashionable bars and night clubs, there is 
also a host of other activities that get underway once 

the sun goes down: street markets, terrace bars, open-
air cultural events, concerts... Thousands of young peo-
ple come year after year to enjoy the latest trends in 
music and to dance at any time of day or night. Lunch 
and afternoon at leisure. Leisure night enjoying Ibiza.

 DAY 4. iBiZA-BArcelonA
Breakfast at hotel.

Transfer from Ibiza airport to Barcelona.

 62 63WELLNESS WELLNESSACROSS SPAIN DMC & TURISMO VACACIONAL are committed to creating added value for its professional, collec-
tive or holiday clients, by means of guidance, creativity and support. It features a renowned team of professionals 
aimed at pooling their knowledge of Spain to create customised projects.

4
3 FROM 425 €

Príncep d´astúries, 20, 3º A. Barcelona 08012
Montera, 10-12, 2º8. Madrid 28013
BArcelonA: +34 932 386 891. MADriD: +34 913 605 864
FAX: +34 915 233 590 info@across-spain.es

Healthcare  
& culture
Tarragona  Ibiza

APPROXIMATE
MINIMUM 
PRICES

MINIMUM GROUP 
20 PAx

LOW SEASON
HIGH SEASON, WEEKEND &  
SPECIAL DATES

 425 €  540 €

HOTELS TARRAGONA: AC Tarragona Hotel 4*
IBIzA: Hotel Royal Plaza 4*

CONDITIONS Estimation based on bb, sharing double standar room. These prices are subject to availability and 
possible fluctuations in any of the requested services at the time of final booking. For any variation 
of the programme, do not hesitate to send your requests to: info@across-spain.es

DATE Prices valid from March 1, 2013 to December 31, 2014.

 



WORLD HERITAGE CITIES OF SPAIN

Tel.: +34 971 307 619
gerenteproducto@ciudadespatrimonio.org
www.SpainHeritageCities.com


